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THE ROLE OF MARRIAGE, MARRIAGE-TYPE RELATIONSHIPS
AND ALCOHOL USE IN WOMAN-ABUSE CASES
Dianna M: Cleaver, M. A.
Western Michigan Univer�ity, 1996
This research explores the relationships between marriage, al
cohol use, and woman abuse.

The role that the institution of mar

riage plays in woman abuse is examined from a historical perspective.
This study also explores how, historically, alcohol use, be
ing as a part.of the male macho and physical culture, became a soc
ially adopted excuse for woman abuse.

Critical,feminist perspect

ives are used to guide this inquiry.

Kalamazoo County Court System

domestic violence arrest records are analyzed and interpreted in
terms of offender-to-victim relationships. Also, the percentages and
dynamics of those arrests in which alcohol use was a factor are ex
plored.
This study supports the theory that the institution of mar
riage is a contributory factor in woman abuse.

This study also

maintains that woman abuse in cohabitating couples results from
these relationships mirroring conventional marriages.

The find

ings support the argument that the alcohol/marriage/woman abuse
relationship is more relevant than mainstream research indicates.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Evidence for the subordination and oppression of women has ex
isted since the beginning of the written text.

Within historical

texts, clandestine, as well as blatant indications of male violence
against women are numerous.

Such documentation has revealed that

this violence largely occurs within the family, especially the mar
riage institution.

Hence, the title wife abuse.

In addition,

throughout such texts the mentioning of alcohol use by the abuser is
quite prevalent.
Much research has been conducted to discover if abuse and op
pression of women has perpetually existed, or if its origins can be
precisely established.

Anthropologists and historians have proposed

that with the onset of monogamous coupling, women became viewed as
male property, and this occurrence lead to the oppression and sub
jugation of women (Martin, 1976).

The marriage contract simply pro

vided men the legal ownership and rights over women.
Within this century, wife abuse gained greater recognition and
began being viewed as a social problem.

With this occurrence, main

stream academia became quite interested in the phenomenon and many
theories resulted.

Wife abuse has been attributed to everything

from deficiencies in the male abusers, to characteristics of the ab
used women, to social and cultural influences.
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Alcohol use also be-
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came one of the many variables associated with wife abuse.

In ad

dition to wife abuse, mainstream research began to examine other
types of violence occurring in the family setting.

Issues around

wife abuse quickly became absorbed and, in a sense, shrouded within
the much broader study of domestic violence.
Along with mainstream academia interest, the mid-20th century
witnessed an increased feminist contribution to the study of wife
abuse, as well as the alcohol connection.

Feminist theory examined

wife abuse with regards to women's place in society. Feminist theory
largely argued that as a result of the patriarchal social structure,
a women's place in society was in the home--in marriage.

Therefore,

feminist studies examined wife abuse with regards to wive's roles
within the marriage and the influence this had on women's roles with
in the larger society (Dobash & Dobash, 1978).
An important theory emerged in feminist literature--the power
ownership-control theory of wife abuse.

This theory suggests that

males in a patriarchal society develop a yearning for power.

To a

large degree, this power is obtained through ownership of property
and the control of that property.

In a patriarchal society, women

have been reduced to a form of property. This view largely manifests
itself through the marriage contract.

In addition to the ownership

of this property (women), men should be able to control their pro
perty in which ever ways they see necessary.

Hence, wife abuse be

came deemed necessary.
Recent society has experienced a large increase in non-married
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cohabitating couples.

Interestingly, violence against women in co

habitating couples has been shown to be even more prevalent than
violence against wives.

Theories have provided a wide-range of pos

sible explanations for the occurrence of this type of woman abuse,
many attempting to reveal a difference between married couples and
cohabitating couples.

For example, studies have suggested that this

increased violence may be due in part to these women being more iso
lated as a result of the social stigma of cohabitation (Stets &
Straus, 1989).

Also, theories have suggested that the marriage in

stitution may in itself have qualities more likely to inhibit the
violence (Wallace, 1996).
In feminist literature, alcohol is also viewed as significant
factor contributing to marital and cohabitating violence.

This per

spective shined a different light on the alcohol/wife-abuse connec
tion.

Alcohol use by men has historically been accepted as simply a

part of the male macho and physical culture.
courages the domination of women.

This same culture en

Feminist literature suggests that

alcohol usage facilitates this domination by being gender discrimi
natory.

Other research has suggested that alcohol may play a part

in lessening inhibitions.

While some mainstream studies have deter

mined that this lessening of inhibitions may be a physiological re
sponse, feminist research largely concentrates on the idea that this
may be a social effect, as a result of society deeming violence more
acceptable when performed by an intoxicated individual.
The argument that the marriage institution in itself may be the
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single most influential factor in terms of violence against women is
quite a controversial one.

The exact role that alcohol plays in

violence against women has also been a topic of much debate.

The

literature lacks research that simultaneously assesses martial vio
lence versus cohabitating violence with resard to severity of vio
lence and prevalence of alcohol use.

Therefore, this thesis adds to

the extant literature as it examines the marriage institution and its
adaptations, and how ownership-power-control characteristics may fa
cilitate violence against women.

It also addresses how alcohol use

by men may play a significant role in woman abuse.
This study contends that women in the marriage institution and
all adaptations of it, such as cohabitating couples, will experience
greater levels of overall violence, as well as alcohol usage by the
abusers, than other victims of male violence against women.

Both of

these behaviors being historically socially accepted behaviors for
the abusers.
Throughout this thesis the terms wife abuse, domestic violence,
and spousal abuse are used interchangeably when referring to the pri
vate violence against women by men.

Usually, the term used was cho

sen in order to accurately reflect the literature-being discussed.
This researcher prefers the terms woman abuse and woman-battering to
depict violence against women.

These terms are used exclusively

throughout the research presentation of this paper.

Woman abuse and

battering more accurately describe the phenomenon most commonly la
beled domestic violence.

These terms do not imply that this type
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of abuse only occurs among married couples and to married women.

CHAPTER II
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE HISTORICAL REVIEW
The Discovery of Domestic Violence
The subject of domestic violence is no longer a concealed or
neglected topic.

Research on the topic has expanded in the past two

decades from academia to criminal justice, community, social work,
mental health, and governmental agencies.

Until recently, knowledge

of and statistics on domestic violence cases were relatively non
existent (Lerman, 1981; Straus & Gelles, 1986).

In fact, the late

196Os has largely been credited with the discovery of domestic vio
lence, as the term had not been previously recognized, nor had the
focus been adequately explored (Jones, 1992).
For instance, according to Gelles and Straus (1979), prior to
November 1971, the term violence had never before appeared in an ar
ticle title in The Journal of Marriage and the Family.

One of the

most historically influential task force reports published titled-
Violence in America (1979)--resulting from research co-directed by
such well known sociologists as Marvin E. Wolfgang and James F.
Short, failed to even address the topic and problem of violence
against women outside of the crime of rape.

One chapter in Violence

in America (1979), titled "Southern Violence," did discuss the the
ory that conflict is more passionate and more radical when it arises
out of close relationships and that these conflicts are likely to be
6
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intense when they occur.

However these characteristics were men

tioned solely in the context of the larger occurrence of violence in
the southern states (Hackney, 1969).

This article neglected to dis

cuss any specific types of violence, such as domestic violence,
which this theory might help predict or explain.
This omission proved quite significant as other historical re
search has revealed that domestic violence was quite prevalent in
the south.

For example, much research about southern evangelical

theology has unveiled this phenomenon by subscribing to the idea
that women needed religion even more than men.

It was suggested

that for women, belief in God was much needed to help them be pa
tient and submit to the inevitable trials of life, one of which
might be "a husband of acid temper" (Scott, 1970, p. 8).
In spite of the tendency of the pre-1970s scientific literature
to overlook this phenomenon, indications of the existence of domes
tic violence have appeared throughout all of recorded history.

Long

before the 1970s, the topic of domestic violence appeared in one of
the most historically influential writings credited for recognizing
women's social inequality and oppression.

In 1869, John Stuart Mill

and Harriet Taylor, published The Subjection of Women, which discus
sed how the violence of men toward their wives was proof-positive
that men could not be trusted to watch out for the interests of wo
men (cited in Rowbotham, 1992).

Many articles published by Mill

discussed the brutality of husbands and fathers and the necessity
for protection of women.

Mill (1869), in The Subjection of Women,
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wrote that even the commonest men reserve their violence for those
who cannot withstand it--women.

Furthermore, Mill stated that soc

ietal institutions have offered men a license for this violence,
which in all other relations he must repress or conceal. Hence, dur
ing these times it was not all that uncommon hear of a husband or
father abusing his wife or daughter.

Evidence of the existence of

such a license appears in literature pre-dating the 1800s.
Ron Thorn-Finch's 1992 book, titled Ending The Silence,_pro
vides excellent examples of how wife-beating was literally legislat
ed throughout history. For example, he revealed that one of the
earliest marriage laws was established in 753 B. C. by the legendary
founder of Rome, Romulus.

According to Thorne-Finch (1992), this

proclamation stated that men had the "right to view their wife as
their possessions and obligated to conform to themselves entirely to
the temper of their husbands" (p. 110).
Dobash and Dobash, in their 1979 book titled Violence Against
Wives, stated that while the early Christians rejected the hierarch
ies and oppression of Rome, they still incorporated the ancient right
of the husband to control his wife by subscribing to the philosophy
that "women should be subject to their men" (p. 40). The existence
of this type of philosophy can even be traced back to Christian bib
lical writings.

For instance, I Timothy 2:11-12-13 states, "A woman

should learn in quietness and full submission.

I do not permit a

woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be silent.
For Adam was formed first, then Eve."

9

Another example of the omnipresent occurrence of domestic vio
lence was revealed in Elizabeth Fleck's research, Domestic Tyranny
(1987).

She contended that the first instance of social and legal

involvement in the phenomenon occurred in the time period of 1640 to
1680 in colonial Massachusetts.

According_to Fleck (1987), the Pur

itans formulated laws opposing wife--and child--beating.

In spite

of these laws, according to Lauriann Stanley's thesis titled Politi
cal Wife Beating: A Historical Investigation of the Battered Women's
Movement (1995), while the Puritans preached against domestic vio
lence, they did not condemn a man who beat upon his wife and child
ren as long as permanent injury did not result.
In the above examples, and in many historical cases of woman
abuse, the violence was sanctioned as a necessary means to control
women's behavior when they had supposedly violated a moral or poli
tical code (Thorne-Finch, 1992).

Similarly, according to Anna

Clark's 1992 essay titled Humanity or Justice?, while attitudes to
wards violence began to change from the seventeenth to the eight
eenth centuries, seventeenth century society still widely permitted
husbands certain liberties in using force to reprimand their wives.
Nineteenth and early twentieth century women themselves began to
internalized that their beatings were correction measures to protect
them from committing moral wronging.

Women who submitted to the

beatings were more likely to be socially praised as opposed to the
women who left their husbands (Gordon, 1988).
By the 1870s wife-beating was illegal in most of the United
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States (Gordon, 1988).

Although this activity was supposedly ille

gal, for the most part, enforcement occurred only when the activity
took place in the public sphere, where the abundance of witnesses
was more influential than the regulations against it.

Otherwise,

the occurrence of this activity in the household was viewed as a
private family matter (Gordon, 1988).

Furthermore, there are in

dications that in the home the abuse of women was completely ac
cepted as long as it was legislated at some level.

For example, one

of the most notorious notions of the legality of wife abuse was the
rule of thumb.

This early British Common Law regulation supposedly

permitted a husband or father to beat his wife or daughter as long
as the instrument he used was no thicker than his own thumb (Belk
nap, 1992; Gordon, 1988).
These historical notions of moral and political wrongs and path
ologies only served to facilitate wider societal belief systems sup
porting the idea that if a woman was beaten, she must have somehow
•asked for it• by not acting in ways acceptable to her husband, fam
ily, or to the larger society.

Hence, what is presently labeled

victim-blaming was much the norm during these times.
Although only a few of the earlier writings discussing violence
against women gained popularity, there were many other ways in which
the phenomenon was brought to light. One particularly notorious his
torical document is the Declaration of Sentiments, conceived at the
Women's Rights Convention on July 14, 1848, in Seneca Falls, New
York.

This document was one of a very few written by women for wo-
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men to address and surface issues concerning violence against women.
One excerpt (Freeman, 1979) in the declaration in particular stated,
"the history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurp
ations on the part of man toward women" (p. 547).
Writings focusing on nineteenth centu�y slave narratives and
early twentieth century Black migration in particular, contain re
curring themes of violence against women (Hine, 1989).

The slave

narratives are not unique in their disclosure of violence against wo
men.

Women themselves have revealed the occurrence of violence in a

multitude of ways.

For example, women blues singers of the 1920s

repeatedly unveiled the reality of violence against women in their
music. One such popular song was Hustlin Blues, recorded by Ma Rain
ey.

Through lyrics such as: "He followed me up and grabbed me for a

fight.

Oh judge, tell him I'm through. I'm tired of this life,

that's why I brought him to you" (Carby, 1990, p. 245).

The song

articulated that women could reject male violence.
In spite of the unquestionable evidence that occurrences of dom
estic violence have existed throughout history, large scale social
interest and recognition of the phenomenon failed to appear until
the early 1970s.

Until this time the recognition-of wife-beating

was neglected most likely as a result of the long-standing belief
that wife-beatings were a necessary form of control.
The women's movement of the late 1800s devoted most of its en
ergy to moral reform causes, such as suffrage, temperance and abo
lition.

As a result of the multiple foci, women social reformers
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became painfully aware of their own secondary status and position in
society and, consequently, began activism on their own behalf (Ryan,
1992; Freeman, 1979; Rowbotham, 1992).

Nevertheless, it took the

women's movement several decades to evolve to the point where it al
so fought for abortion, property, divorce, child custody and higher
education rights for women (Freeman, 1979).

In spite of these new

found concerns, the multi-issued, powerful women's movement still
largely neglected the topic of violence against women (Gordon,
1988).
Most any recognition at all afforded the phenomenon of domestic
violence came through other movements, such as the child-protection
movement, the temperance movement, and through social purity cam
paigns (Gordon, 1988).

The period of these movements, 1874 to 1890,

Pleck (1987) labels as the second historical era involving any type
of social and legal actions to subdue domestic violence.
Feminist Activism and Scholastic Contributions
In large, the re-emergence of the women's movement during the
late 1960s and 1970s can be credited for the newfound interest in
the topic of violence against women.
occurrence as the third era.

Pleck (1987)--designates this

Anne Edwards, in her 1987 article tit

led Male Violence in Feminist Theory. designated this time period as
the critical decade of the modern history of women, especially re
garding the awareness of male violence against women.

During this

time, women began to unmask and recognize the prominence of many
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societal factors that contribute to male violence against women
(Thorne-Finch, 1992).

For instance, Mary Eastwood, in her 1979 ar

ticle titled Feminism and The Law, stated that "efforts to reform
laws pertaining to rape and other sexual assaults, and an increased
concern for protection against wife-beating," among other things,
would aid in the goal of obtaining "equal treatment under the law,
protection from discrimination on the basis of sex, physical self
determination, and political and economic power for women as a
class" (p. 385).
As a result of this unmasking, 1960s feminists expended much
energy developing the analysis of violence against women and inspir
ing •theoretically informed social action• (Ferraro, 1990, p.70).
During the 1970s, segments of the feminist movement formed self
help groups, rape crisis centers, and shelters for women (Ryan,
1992).

Edwards (1987), noted that the identification of male vio

lence against women can be largely attributed to modern feminism and
the feminist analysis conducted by women on behalf of female victims
in shelters for battered women and rape crisis centers.
Segments of the women's movement also fought for separate wo
men's issues. A major issue of the 1970s feminist-movement was that
of pornography.

This particular issue created a large amount of

controversy within the feminist movement.

It sparked widespread

discourse concerning the objectification of women, and pulled the
topics of male power and forceful behavior--including male violence
against women--into the center of the discussion. In 1978, the Women
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Against Violence in Pornography and Media Organization sponsored a
conference specifically designed to address the topic of violence
against women through sexual and violent images (Ryan, 1992).

While

controversy still surrounds whether ending pornography would help,
the debate brought male violence against women to the forefront.
Pornography was not the only issue that fostered extensive rec
ognition of violence against women.

Feminists began devoting an ex

tensive amount of time to the topic of rape and its causes.

Dianne

Herman (1979) suggested in her article titled "The Rape Culture,"
that a close association exists between violence and sexuality in
the aggressive-passive, dominant-submissive nature of the relation
ship between the sexes in United States culture.
Feminist attention and devotion to phenomena such as pornography
and rape proved important, but these occurrences were already viewed
and defined as social issues.

However, wife-beating was tradition

ally a private, family matter.

Until the 197Os the belief that a

victim of wife abuse was in some measure at fault for her own abuse
was still quite prevalent.

One of the momentous accomplishments of

the feminist movement was the defining of wife abuse and "overall
violence against women as social problems" (Gordon,-1988, p. 251).
Mainstream Contributions
In addition to the interest of feminist activists and scholars,
domestic violence began to receive acknowledgment from academic dis
ciplines--such as criminology, sociology, women's studies, psycho-
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logy, etc.

This resulted in the wide range of work on domestic vio

lence available today.
than on the victim.

The focus was placed more on the offender

Regardless, the messages presented on domestic

violence in much of the mainstream research were far from anything
For example, one of the earlier works during this time frame

new.

was that of Leroy G. Schultz (1960) titled The Wife Assaulter.

This

research examined common patterns characteristic of four convicted
"wife assaulters with the intent to kill" (p. 103).

The research

extensively discussed how wife assaulters all had domineering, re
jecting, aggressive mothers.

Schultz (1960) suggested that these

males did not develop healthy patterns with which to deal with their
aggression as a result of their attempts to avoid conflicts at all
costs.

These males are said to carry submission into their spousal

relationships and when frustration appears, the aggression breaks
through.

According to Schultz (1960), "the wives of these men had

personality traits in common with their husband's mothers. They were
masculine, outspoken and domineering" (p. 108).
Schultz (1960) stated that the women controlled their husbands
by exploiting them monetarily or by denying sexual relations.

Al

though Schultz's (1960) study focused on southern black males--all
between 34 to 47 years of age and all from a lower socio-economic
class and all only educated as far as the eight grade--his conclu
sion stated that their offenses could not be associated with any
cultural norms.

In addition, Schultz (1960) stated that their be

haviors must be understood in terms of the matricentric influence
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experienced during the abusers developmental years and the subse
quent personality similarities between offender's mother and offen
der's wife.

Once again, the responsibility for the occurrence of

wife abuse was bestowed upon the woman.
Some of the most influential mainstream research studies con
ducted on domestic violence were those of Richard J. Gelles and Mur
ray A. Straus.

From the mid-70s on, Gelles and Straus published

numerous articles and many books on the topic of domestic violence.
They have written that their publication goals were to present the
main findings of their research on domestic violence and to contri
bute to the reduction of family violence.

They were to do this by

making the public more aware of the prevalence of the physical abuse
of children and spouses.

They also sought to show that the major

causes of these phenomena can be found in the nature of the American
family and society, and to show that change is within our reach
(Straus & Gelles, 1990).
Achievement of the above goals can be clearly viewed when exam
ining these authors' works.

For example, Straus and Gelles publish

ed two very influential works on the incidence and trends of domes
tic violence.

The first--titled "Societal change and change in fam

ily violence from 1975 to 1985 as revealed by two national surveys,"
published in 1986--compared the rates of physical violence against
children and spouses found in their 1985 study, with the rates found
in their 1975 study.

In this study (1986), Straus and Gelles dis

cussed how, in the media, there was a noted increase in reported
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nwnber of wife abuse cases during the 1970s and 1980s. Yet, instead
of classifying this occurrence as an epidemic, they stated that the
apparent increase may have resulted more from a growing awareness
and recognition of the already prevalent phenomenon of wife abuse
than from an actual increase in incidence of abuse (Straus & Gelles,
1990).
In fact, support for the increase was absent in Straus and Gel
les's (1986) study.

Their research comparisons revealed that based

on a nationally representative sample of 2,143 families, overall
wife abuse had decreased by 27% from 1975 to 1985 (Straus & Gelles,
1990).

They attributed their findings to two factors.

Either there

really was a change in violent behavior or there was a change in the
reporting of the behavior. Both of these interpretations would prove
important in terms of social change and social policy.

Whether wife

abuse actually lessened, or the reporting of wife abuse lessened,
both suggest a change in public attitudes and standards concerning
family violence (Straus & Gelles, 1990).

That is, women may have

actually been being protected better against this type of abuse by
society and the legal system, or a backlash had occurred in which wo
men were more reluctant to report this abuse as a result of report
ing being non-effective and possibly even more detrimental.
Naturally, this research, its findings, and the interpretations
proved to be a great contribution to the domestic violence litera
ture.

Nevertheless, in addition to this contribution, Straus and

Gelles also reported that their study found that the rates for vio-
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lence committed by wives were remarkably similar to the rates for
violence committed by husbands (Straus & Gelles, 1990).

Not only

did Straus and Gelles state that women are about as violent as men,
they also stated that this violence should not be "dismissed on the
grounds that it is in self-defense or in retaliation" (Straus & Gel
les, 1990, p. 104).

However, even Straus and Gelles had to recog

nize this finding.

Straus and Gelles did reveal that this self-de

fense or retaliation was the case in a considerable amount of wife
to-husband violence.

Nevertheless, the finding of equal percent

ages quickly gained sensationalized recognition.

Once more, part of

the blame for violence against women was placed on the victims them
selves.
Another instrumental work of Richard J. Gelles is his 1987 book
titled The Violent Home.

A major part of one chapter in this book,

titled "It takes two: The roles of victim and offender,"_also discus
ses the role of women in wife abuse.

This discussion follows M. E.

Wolfgang's victim-precipitated theory of interaction.

For example,

Gelles (1987) wrote that victim-precipitated violence carries some
validity due to the fact that victims of wife abuse often state that
they are to blame for the attack because they somehow provoked their
husbands.

Interestingly, many of the reasons provided to explain

how and why verbal attacks from the wife lead to violence from the
husband, are similar in content to Schultz's explanations as to why
the men he studied were wife-beaters.
Gelles cited two cases in which women were hit.

Both of which
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are similar to Schultz's examples showing how the women were par
tially responsible for the male's violent behavior.

One of the wo

men had called her husband a bastard and another had complained that
her husband was not sexually aggressive enough.

In the former case,

the husband explained that he had a great fear that he was an ille
gitimate child.

The latter had a fear of sex because his mother

experienced a mental break down which made him very concerned that
if he had children, they to would become crazy (Gelles, 1987).

The

summarized explanation provided by Gelles (1987) was that verbal
assaults on individuals with vulnerable self-esteem and self-concept
can provoke a violent response.

In terms of woman abuse, the under

lying message that can be extracted suggests that women should not
do anything that could possibly provoke a man, because he just might
have a vulnerable self-concept and could turn violent.
words, when women ask for it, they are going to get it.

In other

CHAPTER III
MAINSTREAM THEORIES ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
AND THE ALCOHOL CONNECTION
Mainstream Theories of Wife Abuse
The enormous impact and recognition of the Straus and Gelles
studies of the 197Os and 198Os contributed to the widespread, in
creased interest in the prevalence and causes of domestic violence,
especially that of woman abuse.
academic research setting.

This occurred particularly in the

Plus, another shift in focus occurred.

Instead of focusing on the victims or the offenders, researchers be
gan focusing more on social and cultural reasons for domestic vio
lence.

As a result, numerous theories concerning the causes of wo

man abuse either surfaced or were further developed.
For example, Gelles and Straus, in their 1979 article titled
"Determinants of violence in the family: Toward a theoretical inte
gration," identified a total of 15 different theories falling within
specific conceptual frameworks, purporting to explain the occurrence
of physical violence within the nuclear family.

This physical vio

lence within the nuclear family, was not, of course, limited to wife
beating, and included other types of violence such as child abuse.
However, in examining the theories surrounding physical violence
within families, specifically focusing on spousal assault, a glance
at a more recent work proves beneficial.
20

Wallace's 1996 book titled
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Family Violence; Legal, Medical, and Social Perspectives, outlined
some of the more well-known theories specific to spousal abuse. Wal
lace referred to these as the social stress; power, pregnancy, de
pendency, marriage, and alcohol theories of spousal abuse.
The social stress theory of wife-abuse does not state that
stress itself causes the violence, but it does suggest that increas
ed levels of stress are typically manifested into higher rates of
violence in the home (Wallace, 1996).

Referred to as the family

violence perspective, this position views domestic violence as dif
ferent from other forms of violence because it is shaped within the
unique social context of the family (Shields, McCall & Hanneke,
1988).

According to Gelles and Straus (1979) families are already

likely to be the locus of more and more serious stresses than other
groups.

This results from the major changes continuously experienc

ed in' the family life cycle, e.g., birth of children, aging, retire
ment, etc.

In addition to the idea that stress can make one more

susceptible to violent behavior, the fact that this type of behavior
has traditionally been accepted in families as a form of punishment
used on loved ones for their own benefit, e.g., parental spanking of
children, makes it much easier to participate in (Wallace, 1996).
The previously presented beliefs that physical violence towards
one's wife will keep her from moral and legal wronging exemplifies
how wife-beating has been traditionally accepted and expected.

This

acceptance frees a man to abuse his wife when he feels under a lot
of pressure.

Michael Smith's (1990) "Patriarchal ideology and wife
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beating: A test of a feminist hypothesis," provided a more modern
example of this when he stated that women who violate the societal
norms of being obedient, respectful, loyal, dependent, and sexually
accessible are considered appropriate targets for abuse because this
non-conformity to norms is stressful for many men (Dekeseredy &
Schwartz, 1993).
Arousal is the term utilized in other writings to explain the
feeling of stress due to challenged roles. For example, there exists
the assumption that husbands and wives have established role bounda
ries.

As a result, when there exists a perceived transgression of

the boundaries by the wife, arousal is produced in the male, which
in turn can produce an anxiety-based aggression expressed as anger
(Dutton, Fehr & McEwen, 1983).

Challenged roles, however, are not

the only possible sources of stress or arousal.

For instance, the

topic of stress was discussed extensively throughout Richard Gel
les's 1987 book titled The Violent Home.

Violence against wives was

said to be found to occur more frequently when men were experiencing
stress.

The following, according to Gelles, 1987, are just some of

the potential stressors mentioned.
Losing a job, inability to communicate with spouse, victim
badgering of offender, inability to flee from house during
stressful situations, stressful days of the week (such as pay
day), holidays which create increased financial stress (such
as Christmas and birthdays), stresses of being a high school
drop-out, experiencing financial deprivation, low status job,
not being able to keep up with the Joneses, impregnating a wo
man, strain of sexual performance, disputes over in-laws, gam
bling, and health problems. (p. 10)
Interestingly, sex differences have been noted in the relation
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between stress and violence.

Research has revealed that men's vio

lence increases regularly as a function of stress, however, women
suppress their stress more effectively until a crucial level is rea
ched (Cambell & Muncer, 1994).

Research has stated that anger is

more likely when the male believes that he _is entitled to be in a
position of coercive power over the person causing the stress or

arousal (Dutton, Fehr, McEwen, 1983).
The idea of coercive power leads directly to the next theory
commonly presented when examining the causes of wife beating.

The

power theory suggests that when the husband imposes his will upon
his wife and makes her life decisions, instead of the couple shar
ing power as equals, the likelihood of abuse increases when faced
with conflict (Wallace, 1996).

Research has shown that male-domin

ated marriages have the highest rates of violence (Straus & Gelles,
1986).

Straus and Gelles (1990) revealed that husbands who demand

final say have an assault rate that is 288% higher than those hus
bands who are not committed to such male-dominance roles.
Interestingly, it has been theorized that power and violence
are opposites and that violence most likely appears when power is
threatened.

For example, W. J. Goode suggested, in his 1971 article

titled "Force and violence in the family," that the lack of resour
ces begets force in a relationship.

That is, the more resources one

has, the less likely one will deploy force.

According to Goode

(1971), when other resources are lacking, violence is more likely to
be used as a resource or method of obtaining or maintaining resour-
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ces.
According to Cambell and Muncer's 1994 article titled "Men and
the meaning of violence," violence is more likely to occur when the
avenues to achieve legitimate respect and recognition are closed,
and when the subculture encourages violenc� as a means to achieve
these things.

Straus and Gelles (1990) supported this by stating

that marriages that have an agreement that male-dominance is a leg
itimate and desirable power structure, typically do not experience
a level of conflict as high as those in which the husband adheres to
the male-dominance structure while the wife resists it.

Similar to

the male-dominance structure idea, Martin, in her 1979 book titled
Battered Wives, expressed that it is inevitable, in a society that
trains boys to be masculine aggressors, that later in life some will
beat their wives.

Not only has it been argued that through the

socialization process boys receive this masculine, aggressive, male
supremacy type of training, it has further been argued that girls
must then receive a type of training that encourages them to be pas
sive, compliant and supportive (Bernard & Bernard, 1983).

In her

1979 book titled The Battered Woman, Lenora E. Walker reported that
typically both the men who batter and the women who are battered dis
play traditional sex role characteristics.

Hence, the power theory

of wife-beating focuses heavily on the traditional sex role charac
teristics of society, where women are commonly placed below men in
the hierarchy.
Pregnancy, is also one of the more often discussed theories of-
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fered in attempts to explain woman abuse.

While this theory is

quite controversial, a relationship has been found between pregnancy
and woman abuse (Wallace, 1996).

However, according to Gelles' 1975

article titled "Violence and Pregnancy," the phenomena of woman
abuse and pregnancy both have low base rates in the general popula
As a result of the small sample sizes of the studies, as well

tion.

as internal validity problems, Gelles (1975) revealed that the asso
ciation between pregnancy and woman abuse has largely been determin
ed spurious and possibly even an artifact of another variable--age.
Studies have shown that young women experience violence at a rela
tively high rate, while also having higher rates of pregnancy, which
could explain the relationship uncovered.

Overall, Gelles (1987)

asserted that factors such as stress, strain, and frustration that
relate pregnancy and woman abuse are complex, therefore, it has been
difficult to formulate any conclusions concerning the association.
The theory of dependency refers specifically to economic depen
dency.

According to Wallace (1996), this theory discusses how mari

tal dependency is a multifaceted concept that involves economic, em
otional, and societal forces that result in a woman being dependent
on her spouse for support.
ance for physical abuse.

This, in turn increases a woman's toler
Straus and Gelles (1986) findings support

ed this theory when they found that full-time housewives experienced
a higher rate of wife-beating than those employed (Straus & Gelles,
1990).

Wallace (1996) explained this by stating that wives with no

monetary earnings of their own are, in many cases, completely depen-
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dent on their husbands for the necessities of life and as a result,
these wives have little to no power in their relationships.
On the other hand, the dependency theory suggests that the more
economically independent a woman is, the less likely she will toler
ate abuse from her partner.

For instance, when explaining their

finding of a decrease in wife-beating within their sample, Straus
and Gelles (1986) reported a possible association between the in
crease in women in paid employment and the lower rates of wife-beat
ing revealed.

Straus and Gelles (1986) asserted that the recent

growth in paid employment of married women has aided in the recti
fication of the imbalance of power between spouses, as well as pro
vided women with the economic resources to enable them to terminate
violent marriages.

Wallace (1996), however, argued that although

woman's employment rates are beginning to increase, their still ex
ists the glass ceiling, which, for the most part makes steady good
paying jobs for women impenetrable.
Similar to the power theory, the dependence theory also discus
ses how women are socialized into different social roles.

For exam

ple, Cambell and Muncer (1994) discussed how male work positions
traditionally support the controlled use of aggression by encour
aging competition and hierarchies of power, while women's profes
sions, generally subordinate to men's, encourage caring and support,
and any expressions of aggression are strongly discouraged.

In

addition, they revealed that wife-beating is more common when the
husband's occupational status is inferior to the wife's, resulting
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from the male's attempt to assert or maintain control in the home,
while compensating for his deficiencies in power outside the home.
Most theorists use the terms marital dependency and economic
dependency interchangeably.

Straus and Gelles (1990), in Physical

violence in American families, continued to further examine what
they label objective and subjective marital-dependency.

While the

objective form of marital dependency is essentially the economic
side, the subjective form reaches much deeper, examining women's
perceptions about specific areas such as sex, loss of friends, angry
relatives, loneliness and finances.

Based on their study examining

these two dimensions of dependency, Straus and Gelles (1990) con
cluded that subjective dependency is significantly related to minor
violence, however, they stated that the wife's objective--not sub
jective--marital-dependency is significantly related to severe vio
lence.
Not only does this dependency effect the ways in which women
perceive and deal with abuse, it also effects the ways in which the
system deals with �ife abuse.

For example, according to Dutton et

al., 1982 article titled "Severe wife beating as deindividuated
violence," the police have often preferred looking-the other way, at
all except the most severe wife abuse cases, over removing the bread
winner and risking the placement of his dependents on social assis
tance.

Findings such as these support the relevance and emphasis

placed on the economic aspect of dependency in the spousal abuse lit
erature.
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Previous research has discussed how traditional belief systems
allowed a husband to discipline his wife and how these belief sys
tems are far from extinct.

Anthropologists and historians have,

however, argued that the subjugation of women at one time was non
existent, and that in ancient times women shared more equality with
men, due to the clan family relations instead of single couple mar
riages (Martin, 1976).

This eventually changed as a result of the

growing complexities of life, and according to Susan Brownmiller
(1975), in Against Our Will, it was females' fear of rape, and not
their desire for monogamy, that compelled women to prefer couple
marriages.

Brownmiller (1975) attributed this dependence on the

male for protection as probably the single most influential factor
leading to the subjugation of women.

Likewise, Martin, in Battered

Wives (1976), revealed that the term family was derived from the
Roman word familia, which signifies the totality of slaves belonging
to an individual.

Hence, the origin of the subjugation of one sex

by the other began with the legitimization of the marriage contract.
The definition of marriage in the early English Common Law, as
revealed by Martin (1976), suggests that women's existence during
marriage is incorporated and consolidated into her-husband's exist
ence.

The same wing that provides her protection and cover also was

given the legal right to beat her.

Martin (1976) revealed that the

following are critical assumptions built into the marriage contract:
the marriage is a lifelong commitment; the husband is head of house
hold; the wife becomes the legal dependent of the husband; the hus-
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band is responsible for support of family; the wife is responsible
for housework without compensation; the wife is responsible for
child-care; monogamy is enforced and the woman will be punished if
she is unfaithful.

Likewise, Martin (1976) suggested that the wife

is permanently available to the husband as a sex partner, the hus
band is entitled to benefit from his wife's industry and economy,
and the woman shall take the man's name.

The very nature of the

marriage contract is beneficial to men by providing them with a
means to fatherhood, a person to clean up after them, a person to
watch their children, a companion and a person to provide them with
sex (Martin, 1976).

On the other hand, the same contract is limit

ing and'oppressive to the wife by restricting her individual rights
and eliminating her personal identity and legal status.
Mainstream Theories on Cohabitating Couple Abuse
The blatant inequalities within the marriage contract have re
ceived a notable focus in theoretical research.

It has been hypo

thesized that "the marriage ceremony transforms a private relation
hip into a public one in which social norms more closely govern the
behavior of the couple" (Yllo & Straus, 1981, pp. 339-340).

These

social norms include the traditional, as well as legal, acceptance
of wife beating. More recent research, however, has shown that there
might be an even greater rate of assault among cohabitating couples
than married ones (Wallace, 1996).

Therefore, the traditional mar

iage as a hitting license theory alone may not be sufficient when
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examining the levels of abuse between couples living together.
According to the findings of Kersti Yllo and Murray A. Straus' 1981
study of cohabitating couples, cohabitating women are almost four
times more likely to suffer severe violence than married women.

One

of the reasons they provided as a possible explanation is that vio
lence may be interpreted as love.

Yllo and Straus (1981) stated

that love and violence are closely entwined in U.S. American cul
ture.

Therefore, in absence of the legality and label of marriage,

violence among cohabitators may serve as "a symbol of closeness and
ownership" (p. 345).

Another explanation has suggested that because

cohabitating couples are likely to be serious and committed, there
is a greater chance for unmet expectations and/or the use of damag
ing intimate, sensitive knowledge against one another, which may
create more intense reactions (Stets & Pirog-Good, 1987).
As a result of numerous replicating studies, many other expla
nations for such findings have been formulated.

Stets and Straus

(1989) set forth the following factors as possible explanations in
attempts to obtain a better understanding of this phenomenon.

For

example, women living unmarried with men may be more isolated be
cause of the social stigma placed on living together out of wedlock,
therefore making them even more vulnerable than married women.
addition, autonomy and control may also be relevant.

In

In a cohabita

ting relationship, the participants usually try to keep a bit of
their independence.

However, in any relationship, issues of rights,

duties and obligations arise.

When these issues become problematic,
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conflict over control often arises; which can be much more intense
in relationships in which both participants are reluctant to be
controlled.

Another explanation that has been proposed is that mar

ried couples may possess certain characteristics that are more likely
to prevent an argument from escalating into violence (Wallace, 1996).
Interestingly, no mention was made concerning what those certain
characteristics may be.
Mainstream Theories of Alcohol Use and Violence
Another relationship that has appeared concerns alcohol use and
woman abuse.

However, most of the knowledge base derives from stu

dies examining the relationship between alcohol and general vio
lence.

Several conclusions have resulted from these studies.

The

following is a succinct summary of these major conclusions provided
by James J. Collins in his 1988 article titled "Suggested explana
tory frameworks to clarify the alcohol use/violence relationship."
1.

Drinking is rarely sufficient as an explanation for vio
lence.

2.

Drinking may be relevant but only in the presence of other
physiological, psychological, social or cultural factors.

3.

The relationship between drinking and violence is much
stronger when it comes to expressive violence, such as
assaults.

4.

A high percentage of violent crimes involve drinking.

5.

Offender populations have a higher alcohol consumption and
problem drinking rate than the general population.

6.

A relationship has been found between alcohol use, or per
ceptions of alcohol use and aggression in laboratory and
controlled studies.
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7.

Not well understood are the casual mechanisms or process
by which drinking accounts for violence. (p. 108)

In addition to the conclusions that have emerged from the ab
undance of research on drinking and violence, many explanatory frame
works have been formulated in hopes of furthering theoretical devel
opment.

Disinhibition was the dominant explanatory paradigm up un

til around the mid-1960s (Collins, 1988).

This paradigm suggests

that specific brain centers or intellectual capacities are effected
by alcohol use, which in turn loosens behavioral constraints.

Medi

cal evidence on alcohol's effect on the central nervous system sup
ports this theory (Wallace, 1996).

However, the disinhibition per

spective has been seriously challenged.

For instance, MacAndrew and

Edgerton argued; in their 1969 book titled The Drunken Comportment,
that alcohol does not have a uniform effect on people's behavior.
However, it is argued that social and cultural variables can have an
effect on someone's behavior after they have been drinking.

That

is, alcohol interacts with individuals based upon their varying in
dividual experiences (Wallace, 1996).

As a result, other perspec

tives have been formulated in attempts to further the understanding
of the relationship of drinking to violence.
Collins (1988) once again provided an excellent overall summary
of the explanatory perspectives offered for the alcohol association.
Collins (1988) listed four directions for guiding and organizing fu
ture studies concerning drinking and violence: pathological, cul
tural, deviance disavowal, and situational frameworks.

Each frame

work identifies causal mechanisms of expressive violence, such as
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assault.

The pathological framework's basic hypothesis states that

it is a pathological condition in the drinker, whether it be cogni
tive impairment or psychological or personality impairment, that the
violence results from (Collins, 1988).
The cultural perspective suggests tha� culturally grounded
rules and convictions influence the use of alcohol, its effects on
people, and on the drinker's behavior (Collins, 1988).

According to

Collins (1988), culture can be considered at various levels, ranging
from small groups to the state.

In addition, culture can be consid

ered at the level of the nation or at an even larger level, such as
"Western civilization" (p. 114).

Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967) pro

duced a most influential piece of literature on this subject when
they published The Subculture of Violence.

Their work suggested

that in certain situations, for certain groups, violence is a norm
ative behavior.

Some important studies conducted supporting the

cultural perspective are placebo studies.

Lang, Goeckner, Adesso, &

Marlatt (1975) showed that individuals demonstrated aggressive beha
vior solely as a result of the expectation of alcohol consumption.
In these studies, subjects were given a placebo instead of alcohol
and the' expectations and beliefs, probably culturally induced, about
alcohol's effects were sufficient to stimulate aggressive behavior.
The deviance disavowal perspective proposes that blame and re
sponsibility for the behavior after drinking are attributed to the
drinking itself instead of the individuals (Collins, 1988). McCaghy,
in his 1968 article titled "Drinking and deviance disavowal:

The
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case of child molesters" revealed that blaming behavior on drinking
is one mechanism by which an individual may attempt to make his/her
conduct intelligible to others, particularly when his/her behavior
does not conform to the expectation of others.

According to McCaghy

(1968), individuals may attempt to maintai� their identity by claiming that they were, at the time, virtually powerless to control
their behavior and, therefore, they should not be labeled deviant.
As Coleman and Straus stated in their 1983 article titled "Alcohol
abuse and family violence," in American society, people generally
learn that behavior exhibited while drunk will for the most part be
attributed to the effects of·alcohol and not to their social or per
sonality characteristics.
The situational perspective suggests that drinking norms and
behavior vary within the drinking context (Collins, 1988).

Roman's

(1981) situational ecology approach of examining the environmental
aspects of the drinking environment, as well as other studies, have
demonstrated that the situational setting can effect the occurrence
of alcohol-related violence.

In summary, Roman (1981) suggested

that intervening factors involving the actor such as his/her soc
ialization, others present in the situation, and available resources
should be examined as differentially facilitating the commission of
deviant acts.
While the overall consensus maintains that drinking is rarely
sufficient as an explanation for violence, the prevalence and impor
tance of the alcohol variable is amply researched.

For instance,
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Collins and Schlenger's (1988) research reported that alcohol is
involved in one-half to two-thirds of homicides and serious assaults.
Similarly, Collins and Schlenger in their 1988 study "Acute and chro
nic effects of alcohol use on violence" found that persons convicted
of a criminal offense who reported being u�der the influence of alco
hol when they committed it were more likely to have committed a vio
lent offense than those who were not under the influence of alcohol.
In addition, as previously presented, research has revealed that a
high percentages of violent crimes involve drinking and that offend
er populations have higher rates of alcohol consumption and problem
drinking rates than the general population.
In summary, arguments have been presented for and against the
theory that alcohol may have a uniform effect on behavior. More sup
port tends to be afforded the notion that social and cultural varia
bles may be more influential to behavior after alcohol consumption.
However, studies continue to show that offenders under the influence
of alcohol more often than not have committed violent assaultive of
fenses.
Mainstream Theories of Alcohol Use and Wife Abuse
This controversy and lack of consensus exists especially with
regards to the role of alcohol in domestic violence.

Interestingly,

two of the most frequently cited works on the subject of alcohol's
role in domestic violence are at complete odds with each other and
prove quite confusing.

For example, Wolfgang's 1958 study found
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that victims of family violence were frequently drinking.

Wolfgang

and Ferracuti (1967) later revealed how, in most cases, alcohol use
does not result in violence.

They then provided some support for

the theory that alcohol has a disinhibiting effect and, therefore,
releases assaultive behaviors.

MacAndrew and Edgerton's 1969 book

titled The Drunken Comportment argued against the disinhibition the
ory by stating that alcohol does not have uniform effect on human
behavior.
While Gelles (1972) suggested that individuals were more likely
to engage in family violence when intoxicated, Morton Bard and Jos
eph Zacker's study (1974) noted that domestic disputes are not usu
ally influenced by alcohol use; and, indeed, that domestic assaults
are less common when alcohol has been involved.

Similarly, Patricia

Eberle (1982) found that only 16% of the batterers in her study used
alcohol excessively during the incidents examined, and 19% did not
use any alcohol at all.

Eberle (1982) also found that the remaining

65% showed very inconsistent patterns of alcohol abuse, no use, or
some use.
Bard and Zacker (1974) further suggested that the reason for the
view that assaultive behavior is typically caused-by alcohol use de
rives from the fact that much of the data concerning domestic dis
putes results from questionable assumptions and interpretations from
retrospective data analyses.

In addition, Bard and Zacker (1974)

stated that the police also base their conventional wisdom on highly
idiosyncratic personal perceptions of the actual events.

According
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to their study (1974), the police that were better trained to iden
tify substance use tended to attribute it's prevalence in domestic
violence cases as being infrequent.

Based on their findings, Bard

and Zacker (1974) concluded that domestic disputes requiring police
intervention had low incidents of actual assaultiveness.

In the

other cases, the arrival of police expecting and prepared to deal
with violence, may unintentionally bring about the behavior he/she
expected.

Bard and Zacker (1974) suggested that it is the virtually

non-existent training of police that predisposes them to the sim
plistic perceptions concerning the dynamics of the relationship be
tween the abuser and abused.

Consequently, these perceptions may

play a part in the outcome of the events (Bard & Zacker, 1974).
Corenblum's 1983 study, titled "Reactions to alcohol-related mari
tal violence" supported Gelles's proclamation, reporting that 45% of
their subjects who had never struck their spouses while sober stated
that they did so while they were intoxicated.

Numerous other stud

ies have also concluded that there exists a positive relationship
between the husband's frequency of alcohol use and violence towards
his wife (Downs, Miller, & Penek, 1993).
While the argument continues about alcohol's uniform effect on
behavior, many studies have revealed that alcohol-using abusers
themselves state uniform reasons concerning what effect they are
attempting to produce by drinking.

For example, one such study

found that maritally violent men, more so than non-violent men,
state that they drink to forget worries, pains, and stresses in
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their lives.

At least half of the maritally violent men reported

that drinking accompanied abusive events at least occasionally. One
third of the men reported that drinking either often or very often
accompanied their abusive behavior.

Nevertheless, the same study

concluded that although drinking was certa�nly a facilitating factor
it could not be said that alcohol causes marital violence.

Further

more, the researchers concluded that their data could not lend sup
port to any of the traditional theories explaining the relationships
between alcohol use and domestic violence (Fagan, Barnett, & Patton,
1988).
Common research discoveries arguing against the disinhibition
theory have found that alcohol use by males is a significant factor
in husband-to-wife abuse, but women's alcohol use is a non-signifi
cant factor in wife-to-husband violence (Fagan, 1993; Hotaling &
Sugarman, 1986).

Fagan (1993) supported this idea by stating that

it would be an ecological fallacy to assume that substances have un
iform effects across individuals in the commission of violent acts.
He also stated that simply because alcohol or drugs are present in
many violent events, we cannot assume that the presence of alcohol
will inevitably lead to violence, even though alcohol is present in
more than 50% of all homicides and serious assaults.
According to Kantor and Straus (1987), even if one grants that
the evidence supports a correlation between alcohol use and wife ab
use, there are many inconsistencies and shortcomings in existing
studies.

Items such as sampling, measures of variables and study
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designs have been widely critiqued (Eberle, 1982).

Similarly, Jef

fery Fagan wrote, in his 1993 article titled "Interactions among
drugs, alcohol, and violence," that because of the difficulties in
volved in separating the environments of substance users, as well
as their individual traits from their violent behaviors, there is
much disagreement concerning how to measure the prevalence and cor
relates of violence and substance abuse.

Fagan (1993) stated that

because of the extensive problems surrounding constructing research
paradigms, there exists limited evidence that alcohol or drugs di
rectly cause violence.
Kantor and Straus's (1987) work brings us full circle.

They

acknowledged the belief that male drunkenness is a major cause of
wife-beating, and how this belief has been part of United States
society's consciousness at least since the Temperance movement.

In

addition, they stated that this image is combined with a blue-collar
status and a cultural approval of male violence against women, which
creates the drunken bum stereotype of the wife-beater.

However,

their study revealed that most of the instances of wife abuse took
place when neither the husband nor the wife had been drinking, and
as a result, they suggested that it was evident that alcohol use at
the time of violence is far from a necessary or sufficient cause for
wife abuse, despite the stereotype that all drunks hit their wives or
that all wife hitting involves drunks.
Once again, many arguments exist for and against the disinhibi
tion theory that suggests that alcohol may have a uniform effect on
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behavior.

In addition, one could possibly find as many studies that

propose that alcohol is highly prevalent in family violence as studies
that report that it is not.

CHAPTER IV
FEMINIST WIFE ABUSE/ALCOHOL THEORY REVIEW
Feminist Historical Evidence of the
Alcohol/Wife Abuse Connection
As can be seen, as a result of the numerous explorations into
the association between alcohol usage and wife-abuse, the literature
is quite perplexing.

Nevertheless, it can be discerned that the ov

erall contemporary assumption holds that alcohol is merely one of
the many variables related to the phenomenon of woman abuse.

When

diving back into chronicled writings about �he phenomenon, the sig
nificance of this relationship becomes clearer.
According to Ruth Bordin's 1981 book titled Women and Temper
.fil.1£.g,

the depiction of a nineteenth century drunkard as a wife and

child-abuser was not undeserved). Similarly, Linda Gordon, in her
1993 essay titled "Family violence, feminism, and social control,"
revealed that during the 187Os, there was acute international alarm
about child-abuse and family violence in the home.

Societies large

ly placed blame on, among other things, the drunkenness of indivi
duals.
In fact, during these times, invaluable sources of informa
tion concerning the prevalence of male batterer alcohol usage came
straight from those who were abused.

For instance, Anna Clark's

1992 essay titled "Humanity or justice?" revealed that, as a result
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of the 1853 Aggravated Assaults on Women and Children Act, women
were brought before the magistrates courts.

Many apologized for

their husband's beatings by stating that "he was in liquor" (p.
203).

Gordon (1993) revealed an instance in which a woman report

ed that her husband was a drunkard, non-supporter, and wife-beat
er.

However, he was released from these charges due to the fact

that he impressed the social agents as a "sober man" (p. 297).
Feminism and the Temperance and Prohibition Movements
Historically, the association between alcohol use and wife ab
use has promoted such vast movements as the late 1800s Temperance
movement and the Prohibition movement of the 1920s.

In regards to

the former, Bordin (1981) stated that as early as the 1870s, let
ters, diaries, newspaper articles and books written by women reveal
ed that "it was as victims of alcohol abuse that women were attract
ed to the Temperance movement" (p. 7).

Similarly, Christine Bolt

wrote, in her 1993 book titled The Women's Movements in the United
States and Britain From the 1870s to the 1920s, that the crusade had
special appeal for women, since they and their children were declar
ed enslaved by the male vice of drinking.

The crusade presented

them as physically vulnerable and innocent victims of the male dom
inated structure.

These women's powerlessness forced them to endure

the disruption of the home and family life and the betrayal of moral
·principle.

An example of this thinking is presented in Eliza Ste

wart's 1889 book titled Memories of The Crusade, in which she in-
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eluded a letter from a drunkard's wife in which the wife writes the
following to the more influential women of her city:
I directly found that my husband would come home with the
smell of liquor on his breath. So changed, so besotted and
imbruted has he been made by this consuming appetite, that
he is an object of loathing and terror to those who were once
thrilled with delight by the sound of his approaching foot
steps. You, my fortunate sisters, have the power to close
these drinking-dens, use your influence with men who rule our
city, demand that these holes of destruction should be closed.
Will you do it? (p. 48)
In a like manner, Rowbotham revealed in her 1992 book titled
Women in Movement, that the Women's Christian Temperance Movement
(WCTM) of the late 1800s stood as an "exponent of the return to phy
sical sanity which will follow the downfall of the drink habit" (p.
97).

In addition, the Canadian WCTU of the time argued that Prohib

ition would actually save society from domestic violence (Rowbotham,
1992).

Moreover, Judith Hole and Ellen Levine, in their 1971 art

icle titled "The first feminists" note that one of the main reasons
women of the late 1800s supported the laws surrounding the Temper
ance movement, was because their own legal status as a wife offered
them no protection against either physical abuse or abandonment by a
drunken husband.

Women of the Temperance movement challenged the

moralistic and ethical standards of behavior exhibited by alcohol
use by focusing extensively on how a husband's alcohol consumption
could be destructive to the family (Ryan, 1992).
The Temperance movement centered around the idea that if the
drink was removed, the violence would be removed.

Largely, it was

initiated out of the desire to combat wife and child abuse, poverty
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and abandonment.

The earlier religious social purity component of

the Temperance movement, however, did not believe that alcohol abuse
was a cause of these.

Rather, the movement supported the idea that

alcohol abuse was a symptom, not a cause, of poverty, crime, and the
injustices done to women, therefore making Temperance the basis of
demands for a wide range of social reforms (Barker, 1984).

Also,

many of the women of the Temperance movement did not necessarily be
lieve that women were equal to men, although participating in such
as movement would inevitably change gender relations as a result of
attempting to change men's behavior (Ryan, 1992).
As with the abolition crusade and temperance movement, the
early 1900's feminist fight for women's equality and suffrage gained
much public recognition.

By this time, more commonly known as the

Progressive era, the woman's movement had established itself as a
serious and worthy campaign, and many prominent feminist activists
.had emerged (Bolt, 1993).

In addition to the notion that women

should not hold a secondary position in society, early twentieth cen
tury U.S. American feminism found that patriarchy played an impor
tant role in maintaining the status quo.

For example, the husband's

alcohol abuse was no longer simply regarded as a symptom of other
social ills; it was also looked upon as another factor in women's
subordination to their husbands and as an obstacle in the way of wo
men's emancipation (Bolt, 1993).

As feminism matured, the assess

ment of the connection of patriarchy to alcohol usage progressed.
While most contemporary mainstream research views alcohol as simply
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another variable to consider when examining wife abuse, much like
the early temperance movement did, the feminist assessment presents
quite a different perspective with which to view the phenomenon of
woman abuse, especially in terms of the relevance and prevalence of
the alcohol association.
The Feminist Approach Toward Wife Abuse
As previously mentioned, the 1970s marked the beginning of in
creased awareness and interest in the prevalence and causes of woman
abuse.

Feminists in particular became seriously determined to bring

the standpoint and role of women to this increased attention.

For

example, feminists were not at all happy with the fact that the pro
blem was being presented as a domestic problem, arguing that wife
abuse was being hidden within an all-inclusive category that masked
who does what to whom (Walker, 1990).

Del Martin's 1976 book Bat

tered Wives was a significant factor in promoting the adoption of
the term battered wife as one around which women could mobilize
their efforts to define the issues on their own terms.

In addition,

the term battered wife would counter neutralizing and degendering
alternatives such as "spouse abuse and interspousal-violent epi
sodes" (Walker, 1990, p. 97).

Walker (1990) also revealed that, on

the whole, feminists believed that the work on woman abuse must in
clude consciousness-raising efforts concerning the existence and na
ture of the experience, as well as political involvement, challeng
ing the structures of society that perpetuate it.
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Total agreement within feminism about the nature and causes of
violence against women proved difficult.

In any case, Walker (1990)

outlined two general types of feminist analyses that emerged.

One

stressed the organization of the structural dependence of women in
the family as being enforced by men's use of violence.

The other

explained wife-battering as another example of the overall direct
male domination of women throughout history through various forms
of violence.

In addition to these two, Walker (1990) revealed that

another, less noted, type of analysis developed as well.

This one

examined the problem as one arising from dysfunctional masculine
stereotypes that encourage rather that inhibit violence as an ex
pressions of anger.

All in all, a major struggle for the feminist

movement during the 1970s was to pull the topic of wife-beating out
of the private realm of domestic violence into the public arena with
a more specific designation of what domestic violence really des
cribed--woman battering.

Another challenge for the feminist move

ment was to further develop unified concepts and ascribed reasons
for woman abuse.
Feminism's synthesized concepts and analyses to emerge on wo
man abuse proved intellectually sound and enduring.- Susan Caulfield
and Nancy Wonder, in their 1994 article titled "Gender and justice:
Feminist contributions to criminology," argued that a key contribu
tion of feminism to social research has been the emphasized impor
tance it has placed on examining issues of power, as well as what
role the larger social context plays in shaping our understanding of
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reality and human experience.
power at two levels.

Feminism discusses the importance of

At the micro level, the distribution of power

between males and females in intimate relationships is explored.

In

addition, a micro level analysis would examine how this distribution
is recreated by the patriarchal social structure.

At the macro le

vel, feminism examines power more specifically in terms of its re
lationship to the larger patriarchal and economic structure.

A mac

ro analysis would determine what overall groups of individuals bene
fit from this type of social structure, and how they possibly contri
bute to its maintenance.
By way of illustration, in regards to the first analysis--the
organization of the structural dependence of women in the family-
feminists challenge the current social myth that family and home are
sanctuaries for women (Caulfield & Wonders, 1994).

For instance,

Del Martin (1976) stated that with marriage, man seized the reins in
the home and began viewing those in it as his property.

Likewise,

men began to believe that, as their property, they had the right to
control their wives and everyone else their homes.

As Del Martin

(1976) pointed out, the wife was to forfeit all her power to her hus
band and become his exclusive property in exchange-for his protec
tion.

With this in mind, feminists would argue that terms such as

seized, property, and control do not create an image of the home as
a sacred place.

Instead, they create an image of the wife as quite

controlled and powerless.

Joanne Belknap revealed, in her (1992)

article titled "Perceptions of women battering," that as a result of
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the society being characterized as patriarchal, where men have con
trol over women within and outside the home, even the more respected
conflict theory had to be expanded to include women in the powerless
category.
As a result, feminism views this marriage-ownership-power
association as quite significant when examining the phenomenon of
wife abuse.

Dobash and Dobash (1978) have stated that, in this cen

tury, research reports have consistently indicated that it is in a
marital setting that women are most likely to be victims of vio
lence.

Likewise, Jacquelyn Campbell declared, in her informative

1992 article titled "If I can't have you, no one can:

Power and

control in homicide of female partners," that the tradition of male
ownership of women (through marriage) and the male need for power
are played out to horribly violent conclusions.

In fact, Radford

and Russell (1992) suggested that property ownership, power and con
trol are at the core of femicide.

Belknap (1992) stated that the

greatest motivation behind battering is power, as battering is an
expression of it.

Belknap (1992) continued, stating that battering

is most likely to occur when relationships are less equal and that
heterosexual relationships have built-in power imbalances--those of
gender inequality.
The idea of gender inequality relates more appropriately to
the second feminist analysis that suggests woman-battering is an ex
ample of the historical male domination of women.

Caulfield and Won

ders (1994) stated that as a result of feminist analysis, women-bat-
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tering has begun to be understood in terms of the structural posi
tion of women in society.

While the examination of this structural

position inevitably includes the woman's place and treatment in mar
riage, it also includes the traditional and appropriate ascribed
places and treatment of women in the larger society.

Dobash and Do

bash (1978) asserted that wife abuse has been an acceptable form of
behavior that has existed for centuries as a desirable part of a
patriarchal family system, within a patriarchal society.

In Larry

Tifft's 1993 book titled Battering of Women, it is revealed that the
structural approach "asserts that most often battering is behavior
chosen within the context of hierarchical power arrangements that
refuse women the tools for self-development" (p. 13).

The general

consensus from the feminist perspective also views violence by men
against women in the family as an attempt to establish and main
tain a patriarchal social order (Dobash & Dobash, 1978).

Tifft

(1993) supported this idea by asserting that the maintenance and re
establishment of power in relationships is often carried out through
the use of physical violence.
The economic system of capitalism also benefits from the pat
riarchal family model, in that it ensures that men-retain power.
That is, patriarchy keeps women in the home so that they cannot com
pete with men for jobs, money, and power.

Furthermore, Tifft (1993)

stated that decision-making and economic arrangements fostering
hierarchical and non-participation are often associated with high
rates of battering.

Tifft (1993) continued, declaring that batter-

so
ing serves as "an enforcer of men's exercise of institutional and
personal power" over women (p. 13).

Similarly, Martin (1976), im

plied that the men in power want men to remain in power.

Therefore

when they die, their power is inherited by their sons.
The third analysis attributes the problem of wife abuse to
dysfunctional masculine stereotypes that encourage rather than inhi
bit violence as an expression of anger.

Much research has developed

questioning this general idea, more typically examined in reference
to subculture values and attitudes.

An example is the idea that

males who grow up witnessing the abuse of women learn to be batter
ers (Belknap, 1992).

The most popular work done on these ideas of

subcultural values and attitudes is Wolfgang and Ferracuti's 1967
book The Subculture of Violence.

The subculture of violence theory

suggests that people conform to the conduct norms that immediately
surround them--their subculture. In terms of the violent subculture,
Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967) indicated that these members evaluate
each other mainly in terms of their conformity to a machismo life
style and, since violence is associated with masculinity, adherents
to the subculture are primarily male.

One major significance of the

subculture of violence theory to feminism is that it recognizes that
these subcultures are social value systems which are also a part of
the larger or central value system (Wolfgang & Ferracuti, 1967).
That is, the value and attitudes placed on violence are not exclu
sive to the subculture and are in fact somewhat shared with the pa
rent culture.

Furthermore, the values placed on violence may indeed
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have indirectly promoted them.
Consequently, the issues of power and patriarchy also arise
when discussing this third analysis.

To illustrate, Caulfield and

Wonders (1994) asserted that socialization into acceptable gender
roles through cultural institutions maintains the control of women.
Similarly, Dobash and Dobash (1978) discussed how men are more like
ly to be taught to be aggressive and dominant and that the use of
force is acceptable when used in attempts to preserve such authority
and dominance.

They continued stating that men are more likely to

be taught skills related to physical force and to be willing to use
them in circumstances which warrant their use, such as when a wife
resists her appropriate subordinate position in the family.
The idea of accepted gender roles can be further used in at
tempts to explain the significance of the role that alcohol use
plays in wife-battering.

For instance, Del Martin (1976) indicated

that violent actions often seem more acceptable and comprehensible
in our society when performed by an intoxicated person. Furthermore,
Martin (1976) discussed how in battered woman situations, in addi
tion to the societal interpretation, the offender himself can either
deny that the incident occurred due to lack of memory, or he can
blame the drinking for his behavior.

The wife can also refer to the

husband's alcohol use when attempting to maintain that her husband
is not a wife-beater by instead viewing her husband as a heavy drink
er or alcoholic.
Alcohol use is societally more acceptable for males than fe-
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males.

Throughout history alcohol use has been an explanation for

certain behavior by suggesting that alcohol use breaks down an in
dividual's inhibitions.

Of interest to feminism, however, is the

gendered types of behaviors that are justified through alcohol use
and the societal messages expressed through those justifications.
For example, as stated, male aggression is more likely to be socie
tally accepted, or at least better understood, when alcohol use was
involved. The alcohol use itself often takes the blame for the beha
vior and the sober male is often forgiven.

But, when combining al

cohol usage and socially unacceptable behavior of women, the view is
quite different.
viors.

Alcohol does not take the blame for women's beha

Women's behaviors while drinking are not better accepted or

understood.

The sober woman is not forgiven.

Women take the blame

for their behaviors, then they are castigated for drinking in the
first place.

On top of this, women are blamed for any victimization

suffered at the hands of males, especially if the woman had been
drinking.

When women are victimized while under the influence of

alcohol, or, just as when they're not drinking, the prevailing soc
ietal view is that they somehow deserved it.

Society places women

in a no win situation.
In general, society sends the message that it is unacceptable
for women to become drunk, even if it is from time to time. However,
it is acceptable for men to become drunk from time to time.
men get drunk they completely deserve the consequences.
drunk, they really aren't to blame for their actions.

If wo

If men get
Thus, socie-
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tal views surrounding alcohol usage are quite gender specific.
The present consensus is that alcohol usage does not cause
interpersonal violence or more specifically� woman beating.

Alcohol

is but one of the several factors that can contribute to the occur
rence of marital violence.

It has also been stated that the know

ledge of alcohol use does not help in the explanation of the causes
of woman-beating (Martin, 1976).

Feminism does not refer to alcohol

use as the •cause• of woman beating.

However, by utilizing the pre

vious feminist analyses of woman beating, the significance of the
alcohol variable becomes more salient.
Overall, a feminist perspective examining alcohol use and its
association to wife abuse reveals that the direct domination of wo
men throughout history manifests itself more clearly in the struc
tural institution of marriage, through the emphases of male owner
ship, power, and control.

Alcohol usage facilitates this domination

by way of being gender discriminatory.

Through gender discrimina

tion, this dominance can be expressed through violence in which al
cohol usage provides the perfect justification.

Both research sug

gesting that alcohol releases inhibitions and the social construct
of interpretations of male vs. female alcohol use prove to support
the patriarchal domination of women.

CHAPTER V
METHODS
Study Objective�
This thesis examines how, in the marriage institution and its
adaptations, the ownership-power-control characteristics may serve
In addition, it examines how

to facilitate violence against women.

alcohol use by men may play a significant role in the phenomenon of
woman abuse in these relationships.

This study explores how women

in the marriage institution and adaptations of it, such as cohabi
tating couples, may experience greater levels of overall violence,
as well as alcohol usage by the abusers, than other victims of male
violence against women, such as immediate and extended family mem
bers, non-cohabitating couples, and other acquaintances.

Both of

these behaviors are historically socially accepted behaviors for the
abusers.
Methodology
This study is exploratory.

The data recorded in domestic vio

lence case reports were the product of police officer interpreta
tions of the events, victim and/or offender interpretations of the
events, and victim advocate interviews with the victim and/or victim
advocate interpretations of the police reports.

Immediately there

arises the question of accuracy when examining archival record
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information obtained from a variety of individual interpretations.
It is obvious that there may exist inherent differences in percep
tions between the responding officer, the offender and victim, and
the victim advocate.

Consequently, some of the data derived from

the case reports utilized in this study mus� be taken at face value.
The importance will be discussed purely with regards to the heur
istic value of such interpretations.
Population and Sample
The population utilized in this study consisted of informa
tion derived from archival domestic violence police reports, from
June 1, 1993, until January 30, 1996, from the Kalamazoo County
Court system (Kalamazoo, Michigan). The Kalamazoo County Court sys
tem files contained records from fourteen police departments con
sisting of Kalamazoo departments as well as those of the surrounding
area.

Considering the fact that there were 2000+ files available, a

systematic sampling procedure with a random start, sampling every
tenth case was used. The sample yielded a total number of 210 cases.
A systematic sampling technique was chosen in that it allowed a sam
ple to be drawn from a large identified population--in which a print
ed list of that population was available.

The interval between the

names on the list was determined by dividing the number of persons
desired in the sample by the full population utilized.

The final

sample consisted of 209 cases, as one case was omitted due to comp
uter scanning difficulty.
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Setting
After gaining access to the appropriate court records, data
collection was conducted by a single researcher (the author of this
study) to ensure coding reliability.

As a result of the confiden

tial nature of the data, the court records utilized were not perm
itted to be removed from the Kalamazoo County Court Building. There
fore, specific office space at the court house was provided for the
researcher.

All cases were coded at this site.

Data Collection
First, the domestic violence police report records were ex
amined to assess what types of standardized, consistent information
they contained.

After examining the types of information available

from the police report records, independent variables relevant for
the purposes of this study were chosen.
ed to uniformly record this information.

A code sheet was construct
The code sheet recorded

information on a total of 51 variables, all with two or more cate
gories in each.

The categories of the variables were created

through an initial examination of the information available in the
records.

The complete code sheet utilized is contained in Appendix

A.
Available Case Information
The variables were formulated based on the types of informa
tion available in the case records.

These records consisted of the
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following forms from which the resulting information was obtained:
1. A multi-purpose report in which the following demographic
information was obtained: police department; date of incident; time
of incident; day of week of incident; crime scene type; sex of of
fender and victim; age of offender and vic�im; and race/ethnicity of
offender and victim.
2. A personal account sheet filled out by the responding offi
cer(s) in which the events of the domestic violence incident are
outlined, based on officer(s) observations and any verbal testimony
offered by the victim(s), offender(s), and/or witness(es).

These

outlines were fairly standardized, typically revealing the same
types of information.

The type of information received from these

forms included: who the incident was reported by; specificity as to
where the offense occurred; victim/offender relationship; any juv
enile involvement in incident; type of weapon used in incident; of
fender substance use as detected by officer; victim substance use as
detected by officer; others assaulted by offender besides primary
victim; injury to offender, injury to victim; injury treatment to
offender; injury treatment to victim; if victim was arrested also;
offense victim arrested for (if arrested); any indication of blame
by offender; any indication of blame by victim; previous domestic
violence towards victim, if previous domestic violence towards vic
tim, how many; evidence collected by officer; and indication of
altercation other than injury to offender or victim.
3. An arrest report on the offender provided information re-
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garding, any prior domestic violence offenses; if prior domestic
violence, what types; any previous documented infractions of the
law; if previous infractions with the law, how many.
4. A district court witness list provided information as to
the identity of the witnesses to be subpoenaed, and the defendant's
status at the time of the crime.
5. A recommendation on the bond and/or sentence sheet informed
the recommended bond conditions and sentence requested by the vic
tim.

The range of recommended bond conditions by victim were as

follows: the matter be considered a domestic violence case; the de
fendant be ordered not to harass, intimidate or threaten the victim;
the defendant be ordered not to be present at any residence of vic
tim's; the defendant be ordered not to have (or cause a third party
to have) any direct or indirect contact with victim; any combination
of the above; the victim does not want bond conditions.

The range

of sentence recommendations by victim were as follows: defendant be
confined to jail; defendant be placed on probation; defendant pay
restitution to victim; defendant attend counseling for domestic vio
lence; defendant attend counseling for substance use; any combina
tion of the above; defendant be placed on probation with parole of
ficer discretion for any types of counseling.
6. A charging request sheet revealed the requested charge by
the arresting officer and the subsequent authorized charge by the
prosecutor's office.
7. A victim's request to drop the charges form stated if the
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victim requested to drop the charges and the reason why as provided
by the victim.

This sheet was also one in which any indication of

blame by the victim was assessed.

This variable was ass�ssed by the

researcher based on the statements provided by the victim as to why
they did or did not want to drop charges (�.g., it was all my fault,
I initiated it all).
8. An exercise of victim impact statement rights form revealed
if the victim wished to provide formal written and/or verbal input
during the sentencing of the offender.
9. A victim history form provided the following information as
reported by the victim: offender substance use patterns; any previous
domestic violence towards victim, and if so, the number of previous
domestic violence incidences towards victim; any previous threats to
harm or kill victim; increased frequency of physical violence by of
fender towards victim over past year; increased severity of physical
violence by offender towards victim over the past year; and was
there another source to reveal indication of blame by the victim.
The information obtained directly from the victim on this form was
collected either by a personal interview or a telephone interview
with the victim, by

victim advocate personnel.

If the victim advo

cate was unable to contact the victim, then the victim history form
was filled out by the victim advocate by retrieving what information
was obtainable from the other police report forms.
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Dependent Variable
The specific dependent variable for this study was also ob
tained after an examination of the types of information available
from the police report records.

The dependent variable used to as

sess the severity of violence was the offender's offense as indicat
ed in the police report data, most commonly derived from the person
al account sheet form filled out by the intervening officer.

Of

fenses toward the victim were coded as follows: verbal abuse; shov
ing; slapping; kicking; throwing an item; scratching; punching; wide
variety of beating; dragged by hair or hair pulled; hitting with non
weapon type item; choking; and biting.

For the data analysis these

choices were collapsed into the two categories of minor violence and
severe violence, following the logic of Straus and Gelles's (1986)
Marital Violence Index.

In this study, minor violence included ver

bal abuse, shoving, throwing an item, and slapping.

Severe violence

'included kicking, punching, scratching, wide variety of beating,
dragged by hair or hair pulled, hitting with non-weapon type item,
choking, and biting.
Variables of Interest
It was thought that two independent variables in particular-
relationship of offender-to-victim and alcohol use--would be related
to the dependent variable, severity of violence.

It was expected

that the severity of violence would be greater in those cases in
which the offender and victim were married or cohabitate than it
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would be in other cases.

It was also expected that the severity of

violence would be greater in those cases in which the offender was
under the influence of alcohol at the time of the incident.

In ad

dition, it was thought that the severity of violence would be great
est in cases where the offender and victim were married or cohabi
tate and the offender was under the influence of alcohol at the time
of the incident.
The relationship of the offender-to-victim was derived from
the types of information provided in the police report, indicated on
the personal account sheet filled out by the responding officer, as
well as the victim history form filled out by the victim advocate
(based on information received from an interview with the victim and
/or from information obtained from the police report). The relation
ship of victim to offender could only be assessed from the types of
information provided in the case reports, which were as follows:
spouse; former spouse; have a child in common; reside together no
children in common; have previously resided together; reside togeth
er have children in common; previously reside together have children
in common; boyfriend/girlfriend do not live together; former boy
friend/girlfriend; immediate family member not including parent/
child; extended family member; mother/son; mother/daughter; fath
er/daughter or step-daughter; father/son or step-son; and acquain
tance.

For data analysis purposes these choices were collapsed into

the following five categories: spouse or former spouse, presently
living together (cohabitating), other/acquaintance, immediate and
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extended family, and present boyfriend/girlfriend.

Spouse and form

er spouse were included in the same category as it was thought that
the legal, civil, and religious sanctions that a marriage license
carries is distinctive and separates such relationships from all
others.
The prevalence of alcohol was assessed by examining the fol
lowing three variables: (1) offender alcohol use as indicated in the
police report by the responding officer (hereafter, police offender
alcohol use); (2) victim, as opposed to offender, alcohol use as in
dicated in police report by the responding officer (hereafter, police
victim alcohol use; and (3) offender alcohol use as indicated in vic
tim history form, as reported by the victim advocate from an inter
view with the victim or derived from the police report (hereafter,
victim history offender alcohol use).

Both police offender alcohol

use and police victim alcohol use were originally coded as follows:
light alcohol use; moderate alcohol use; heavy alcohol use; alcohol
use where level was not indicated; and none. As a result of the in
consistent and subjective nature of the information available on the
level of alcohol use, and the subsequent lack of reliability, this
ordinal data was dichotomized into yes and no categories, which in
dicated whether the police officer did or did not note the presence
of alcohol use by either the offender or victim.

The victim history

offender alcohol use variable was also collapsed into the two cate
gories of yes or no.

In addition, another variable was created by

combining both the police offender alcohol use variable and the
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victim history offender alcohol use variable in order to more broadly
examine if alcohol use by the offender was indicated anywhere in the
case report.

This variable can be distinguished by the label •new

alcohol• and was also dichotomously categorized as yes or no.
Other independent variables chosen for this study were examin
ed to see if there were any association between any of them and the
dependent variable--severity of violence. The following list reveals
-the independent variables of interest to this study.
1. The offender indication of blame variable recorded if the
offender, at any point during the police observation, made reference
as to who was at fault for the incident (e.g., It wasn't my fault. I
did it because she kept nagging at me.).
2. The victim indication of blame variable recorded if the
victim, at any point in the entire case process, made reference as
to who was at fault for the incident (e.g., It was my fault.

I

should have had dinner ready.).
3. The number of witnesses variable examined how many witnes
ses were present during the incidents not including the offender,
victim, or responding police officer.

This variable included those

who personally viewed the incident or some of the incident and those
who might have heard the incident or some of the incident.
4. The crime scene type variable examined where the incident
took place, as described in the police report by the responding po
lice officer.
5. The prior domestic violence committed by offender variable
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was derived specifically from the police arrest record.

This vari

able examined whether the offender had a record of any previous domestic violence arrests.
6. The previous threats of violence by offender towards victim
variable examined if, at any point, in the_police report or from the
victim, there was an indication that the offender had a history of
threatening the victim with physical harm within the year preceding
the incident.
7. The increased severity of violence by offender towards vic
tim variable measured if in the police report, or provided by the
victim, there was indication that the severity of violence by the
offender toward the victim had increased within the year preceding
the incident.
8. The increased frequency of violence by offender towards
victim variable measured if in the police report, or provided by the
victim, there was indication that the frequency of violence by the
offender toward the victim had increased within the year preceding
the incident.
9. The victim's choice to drop charges• variable examined whe
ther, at any point in the case, the victim requested that the charg
es against the offender for the particular incident be dropped.
10. The victim's choice with regards to victim impact state
ment and right to appear at sentencing• variable examined if the
victim wanted to participate in the sentencing decision by providing
either

verbal or written testimony or both.
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11. The victim/attorney recommended bond and sentencing condi
tions for offender variable examined if the sentence and bond recom
mendations provided by the prosecuting attorney with victim input
there was mentioning of any alcohol restrictions regarding offender
usage or counseling.
Analysis Techniques
The procedures to analyze the data were conducted through uti
lizing the SPSS Computer Statistical Analyzing and Data Management
System.

Virtually all data were nominal.

Univariate frequency and

percentage tables were first examined, and then bivariate cross tab
ulation analysis was conducted through the use of Chi-square, Phi,
and Cramer's V.

Chi-square tests were carried out to determine the

statistical significance of the relationships between the designated
dependent variable and all designated independent variables.
Chi-square test determines variable independence.

The

Independence oc

curs when the classification of a case into a particular category of
one variable has no effect on the probability that the case would
fall into any particular category of the second variable.
The specific categories of the two primary independent vari
ables, as well as dependent variable have previously been discussed.
To reiterate, the dependent severity of violence variable was dich
otomized as minor or severe.

The independent new alcohol variable

was dichotomized as yes or no, and the independent offender-to-vic
tim relationship variable consisted of the following five categor-
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ies: (1) married or formerly married, (2) presently living together,
(3) other/ acquaintance, (4) immediate or extended family, and (5)
present boyfriend and girlfriend.
In the interest of parsimony and because of the frequency pat
terns, the categories of the other independent variables where also
collapsed.

The offender indication of blame variable consisted of

four categories: (1) offender self-blame, (2) victim blame, (3) oth
er blame, and (4) denied allegations.

These categories were chosen

as a result of the majority of responses falling within one of the
four. The victim indication of blame variable also consisted of four
categories: (1) victim self-blame, (2) offender blame, (3) other
blame, and (4) blame of offender's alcohol use.

These categories

were also chosen as a result of how the majority of cases stipulated
blame.

The number of witnesses variable was dichotomized into yes

and no categories indi- eating whether there were or were not wit
nesses to the incident.

Of more interest to this study was the pre

sence of witnesses as opposed to the number of witnesses.

The crime

scene type variable was dichotomized into private and public loca
tions·.

This variable did not explore the specifics of the crime

scene type .such as in the kitchen because there wasn't consistent
detailed information available.

Its purpose was to examine whether

the incident occurred in a public or private setting.

Households,

motel rooms, and inside cars are examples of private settings.

Pub

lic settings included commercial business es- tablishments, parks,
on a street or highway, or in a parking lot.

The victim's choice
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with regards to victim impact statement and right to appear at sen
tencing variable was also dichotomized.

The previous categories in

dicated if and how the victim would participate. Of interest to this
study was whether the victim would or would not participate in the
sentencing. The victim/attorney recommended bond and sentencing con
ditions for the offender variables were also dichotomized.

The pre

vious categories in the variables presented all the possibilities of
bond and sentencing recommendations.

However, the only specific con

cern of this study was whether alcohol restrictions or alcohol use
counseling were recommended for the offender.
categories were also dichotomized as yes or no.
independent variables were not

As a result, these
The remaining five

collapsed because they were already

in dichotomous form (See Appendix A).
Chi-square based measures of association tests were then car
ried out to examine the strength of association between the desig1.nated dependent and independent variables.

The phi test was carried

out as a result of it being the statistic of choice when examining
bivariate tables with two rows and two columns.

The Cramer's V test

was carried out as a result of it being the statistic of choice when
examining bivariate tables with three or more rows-or columns.
Limitations
When examining sample statistics, such as Chi-square, it is
important to point out that Chi-square merely indicates the existence of an association and provides no information about its
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strength. In addition, while measures such as Cramer's V and phi are
indications of the strength of association, their values (0.00 to
1.00) can only be interpreted as indices of relative strength (Heal
ey, 1993).

Therefore, these measures were utilized in this study as

simple first indicators of an association.
Upon employing the Chi-square test, another limitation of the
data was revealed--sample size.
cases.

The overall sample consisted of 209

However, the sample size for each variable differed due to

availability of information. When the total sample size is small,
the chance is greater that the frequencies in the categories of the
variable will also be small. When the minimum expected frequency for
the variable is less than five, as occurred with some of the varia
bles in this study, the Chi-square test has little power and is not
very reliable (Howwell, 1995). Again, because of this, the results
must serve heuristic purposes.
It is important to note that of the 209 cases, approximately
7.0% (16 cases) of the victims were male. Although not examined in
this study, it would be interesting in future research to examine
what effects th�s percentage might have had on such a sample.

Like

wise, it would also be interesting to look at the percentage break
downs of age, ethnicity, and race with regards to their theoretical
implications.

CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS
Characteristics of the Sample
Univariate and bivariate research results are reported below.
The subsequent discussion and conclusions chapter provides inter
pretations and speculations relating to the findings presented here.
General Demographics
In order to become familiar with the sample, some of the more
general demographic information will be first presented.

It is im

portant to note that in some cases variable information was not av
ailable or was missing.

Therefore, the number of total cases avail

able for each variable may not always be 209.
The specific offender and victim characteristics were as fol
lows.

Of 209 cases: 92.3% of the victims were female. Of 206 cases:

26.3% of the victims were between the ages of 17 and 24 years of
age; 53.1% were between 25 and 39; and 19.1% were between 40 and 65,
with 65 being the oldest observed.

In comparison, of 208 cases:

20.1% of the offender's were between the ages of 17 and 24; 55.0%
were between 25 and 39; and 24.4% were between 40 and 65, with 62
being the oldest observed.

These age categories were selected for

reporting victim and offender age in the attempt to emulate those
utilized in the National Crime Report (NCR). This was especially
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true in the 17 to 24 years of age category where, according to the
NCR, the greatest amount of violent crimes occurs.

This study was

particularly interested in seeing if there were similarities between
domestic violence offender age categories and the NCR offender age
categories.

No resemblance, however, was �ound.

In fact, the maj

ority of offenders in this sample fell into the second age category
of 25 to 39 years of age.
Of 205 cases, 56.9% of the victims were classified by race as
white, 37.3% were black, and as a result of such a small representa
tion, the remaining 3.8% percent were classified as other.

Of the

offenders, of 208 cases, 52.6% were classified by race as white,
43.1% were black, with 3.8% falling into the other category.
In addition to the offender-to-victim characteristics, it is
interesting to examine when and where the violence occurred in these
cases.

The following time categories were chosen in order to exam

ine if their was a notable difference in the percentages of inci
dents that occurred during day time hours as compared to evening and
night time hours.

Of 208 cases, 31.6% of the incidents occurred be

tween six o'clock a.m. and six o'clock p.m., while 67.9% occurred
between 6:01 p.m. and 5:59 a.m.

In looking at weekend versus week

day occurrences as dichotomized information, of 197 cases, 74.2% of
the incidents occurred during the weekdays of Monday through Friday
and 20.1% occurred during the weekend days of Saturday and Sunday.
However, by also placing Friday into the weekend category--the logic
being that many may consider the weekend beginning as soon as they
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are off of work on Friday--46.9% of the cases occurred during the
weekdays and 47.4% occurred during the weekend. In considering where
the incidents occurred, it was found that of 208 cases, 89.0% of the
incidents occurred in private locations, such as households, motels,
or inside cars.

Only 10.5% occurred in pu�lic settings, such as

commercial business establishments, parks, on the street or highway,
or in parking lots.
Characteristics of Primary Concern
The characteristics of concern to this study revolve around
the offender-to-victim relationship, the severity of violence, and
alcohol use.

It is instructive to reiterate that the severity of

violence variable was dichotomized as minor and severe for reasons
of parsimony and in accordance with the research literature.

Once

again, when examining the frequencies in the variable categories, it
was discovered that of the 209 cases, 41.1% fell into the minor
violence category--verbal abuse, shoved, slapped, or an item thrown
at them.

Of these cases, the victims experiencing minor violence

were noted to have suffered physical harm, such as being shoved or
slapped, approximately 37.0% of the time.

Also in--these cases, a

minute percentage had an item thrown at them.

It is interesting to

note that there were no cases in which the abuse was strictly verbal.
Of the 58.9% of cases that fell into the severe violence category,
approximately 30.0% of the victims were punched.

Interestingly,

roughly 9.0% were choked, with the remaining percentages scattered
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amongst the other categories.
As previously mentioned, the data obtained concerning the re
lationship of offender-to-victim were reliant on the descriptions
that the responding police officers indicated.

Of these descrip

tions, categories were created in order to more accurately examine
the interests of this study--married, cohabitating, and other forms
of couples.

The following was observed: of 209 cases, 27.3% were

married or formerly married; 36.8% were not married but living to
gether; 6.2% were presently boyfriend and girlfriend but not living
together; and 19.6% were otherwise acquainted.

The otherwise ac

quainted category included couples who had previously resided to
gether with or without children in common, were former boyfriend and
girl-friend, or were merely acquaintances and not related in the
previously mentioned ways.

Finally 10.0% were either immediate or

extended family members, excluding spouses.
The role that alcohol use played in the sample was of pivotal
interest to this study.

Two variables examined offender alcohol use

as previously outlined in the methods section.

To restate, the in

formation for one variable--police offender alcohol use--was obtain
ed from the police report and the information for the other--victim
history offender alcohol use--was obtained from the victim history
form.

The following percentages were obtained by combining both

variables, creating a new variable to measure offender alcohol.
This variable was labeled new alcohol in order to distinguish it
from the other two offender alcohol use measures.

The new alcohol
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variable revealed that in 45.9% of the cases, the offender was under
the influence of alcohol at the time of the incident. As a result
of the small percentage of available information, the police victim
alcohol use data were felt to be non-reliable and therefore will not
be discussed in this study.
Significance and Associations
When examining the chi-squares run between the designated de
pendent variable and the designated independent variables, a signif
icant relationship was uncovered between the severity of violence
variable and the relationship of offender-to-victim variable (X2 13.337, df - 4, p < .OS). As a result, it can be said that there
is a systematic relationship between the severity of violence and
the relationship of the offender-to-victim.
As a result of the bivariate table having more than three ca
tegories in one variable, the Cramer's V test was utilized to deter
mine the strength of the association between the variables. Although
the relationship was statistically significant, the strength of the
association was found to be a weak to moderate one (y = .25).

By

examining the bivariate table frequencies it was seen that 59.6% of
married or formerly married couples experienced minor violence in
the reported incident, while 40.4% experienced severe violence.

It

was the opposite for the couples presently living together, with
only 29.9% of them experiencing minor violence in the reported inci
dent, and 70.1% experiencing severe violence. Also of interest was
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that the next highest overall percentage of violence occurred in the
other/acquaintance category.

Interestingly, in 56.1% of cases in which

the offender and victim were otherwise acquainted, the victim
experienced severe violence during the reported incident, while the
remaining 43.9% experienced minor violence.

In this study, only

10.0% of the overall violence was experienced by nuclear or extended
family members and an even lower 6.2% was experienced in present
boyfriend/girlfriend relationships.

In these cases, victims exper

ienced higher rates of severe violence than of minor violence, with
percentages of 66.7% and 69.2% severe violence, and 33.3% and 30.8%
minor violence, respectively. (See Table 1).
Table 1
Severity of Violence and Relationship of Offender-to-Victim
Minor
Violence

Severe
Violence

Total

Spouse Former Spouse

34
59.6%

23
40.4%

57
27.3%

Present Live Together

23
29.9%

54
70.1%
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Other or Acquaintance

18
43.9%

23
56.1%

Nuclear/Extended Family

7
33.3%

14
66.7%

21
10.0%

Present Boy/Girlfriend

4
30.8%

9
69.2%

13
6.2%

Total

86
41.1%

123
58.9%

209
100.0%

---

36.8%
41
19.6%
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The other variable of interest to this study, new alcohol-
that combined the police offender alcohol use variable and the vic
tim history offender alcohol use variable--was not found statisti
cally significant in relation to the •severity of violence• dependent variable (X2 - .17758, df - 1, p > .05)_. (See Table 2 for fur
ther information).
Table 2
Severity of Violence and New Alcohol
Severity
of Violence

Yes

No

Total

Minor

38
39.6%

48
42.5%

86
41.1%

Severe

58
60.4%

65
57 .5%

123
58.9%

Total

96
45.9%

113
54.1%

209
100.0%

0

Although the offender alcohol use was not found to be statis
tically significant in this study, it is interesting to re-examine
the severity of violence variable in relation to the offender-to
victim variable while controlling for alcohol. A statistical signi
ficance was found between the two when offender alcohol use was pre
sent (X2 - 12.281, df - 4, p < .OS). However, statistical significance was not found between the two when offender alcohol use was
not present (X2 - 5.250, df - 4, p > .OS).
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By examining the bivariate frequency table it can be seen that
in 31.3% of the cases in which the offenders where under the influ
ence of alcohol at the time of the incident; the offenders were mar
ried or formerly married to the victims; 42.7% of the offenders were
presently living with their victims; 14.6% of the offenders were
otherwise acquainted with their victims; 5.2% of the offenders were
immediate or extended family members; and 6.3% of the offenders were
present boyfriend and girlfriend.
In the cases in which the offender was under the influence of
alcohol at the time of the incident and married or formerly married
to their victims, 40.0% of the offenders had used severe violence
against the victim, while the majority, 60.0%, had used only minor
violence.

Similarly, in those cases in which the offender was not

under the influence of alcohol at the time of the incident and was
married or formerly married to the victim, approximately 60.0% of
the offenders had used minor violence and approximately 40.0% had
used severe violence against their victims.
Conversely, in those cases in which the offender was under
the influence of alcohol at the time if the incident and presently
living with the offender, 29.3% of the offenders used minor vio
lence and 70.7% used severe violence against their victims. Again,
similar percentages were found in these categories amongst the of
fenders who where not under the influence of alcohol at the time of
the incident with 30.6% of the victims experiencing minor violence
and 69.4% experiencing severe violence.
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Both the minor and the severe violence percentages were equal
when the offender was under the influence of alcohol at the time of
the incident and otherwise acquainted with the victim.

This was

different for the non-alcohol cases with 40.7% being minor violence
and 59.3% being severe violence.

However, �n those cases in which

the offenders were under the influence of alcohol at the of the inci
dent and were immediate or extended family members of the victim,
100.0% of the victims experienced severe violence.

However, in the

non-alcohol cases, 43.8% of the victims experienced minor violence_
and 56.3% experienced severe violence.
Last, in those cases in which the offender was under the influ
ence of alcohol at the time of the incident and was also in a boy
friend/girlfriend relationship with the victim, 16.7% of the victims
experienced minor violence and 83.3% experienced severe violence.
Dissimilarity, in the non-alcohol cases, 42.9% experienced of the
victims minor violence and 57.1% experienced severe violence.

Suc

cinctly, while similar severity of violence patterns were found be
tween alcohol using offenders and non-alcohol using offenders who
were married or formerly married and those presently living with
their victims, these patterns did not hold in the remaining categor
ies. (See Tables 3 and 4 for the findings presented above).
In examining the dependent variable with all other indepen
dent variables, only one other relationship of statistical signifi
cance was found.

The statistical significance was between the sev

erity of violence variable and the increased severity of violence
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towards the victim by the offender within the past year variable(X2
- 4.151, df = 1, p < .OS).
Table 3
Severity of Violence and Relationship of Offender-to-Victim
in Those Cases in Which Offender Alcohol Yas Present
Minor
Violence

Severe
Violence

Total

Spouse Former Spouse

18
60.0%

12
40.0%

30
31.3%

Present Live Together

12
29.3%

29
70.7%

41
42.7%

Other or Acquaintance

750.0%

7
50.0%

14
14.6%

5
100.0%

5
5.2%

Nuclear/Extended Family
Present Boy/Girlfriend

1
16.7%

5
83.3%

6
6.3%

Total

38
39.6%

58
60.4%

96
100.0%

A weak to moderate strength of association was found(� .24).

When examining the bivariate table frequencies it was seen

that in 58.1% of the cases in which an increase in severity over the
past year was indicated, the victim also experienced severe violence
in the present incident.

In the remaining 41.9% of the cases in

which the an increase in severity over the past year was indicated,
the victim experienced only minor levels of violence in the reported
incident.

In 65.6% of the cases in which no increase in severity
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over the past year was indicated, the victim experienced minor vio
lence in the reported incident. However, in the remaining 34.4% of
the cases in which no increase in severity of violence over the past
year was indicated, the victim experienced severe violence in the
reported incident. (See Table 5).
Table 4
Severity of Violence and Relationship of Offender-to-Victim
in Those Cases in Which Offender Alcohol Was Not Present
Minor
Violence

Severe
Violence

Total

Spouse Former Spouse

16
59.3%

11
40.7%

27
23.9%

Present Live Together

11
30.6%

25
69.4%

36
31.9%

Other or Acquaintance

11
40.7%

16
59.3%

27
23.9%

Nuclear/Extended Family

7
43.8%

9
56.3%

16
14.2%

Present Boy/Girlfriend

3
42.9%

4
57.1%

7
6.2%

Total

48
42.5%

65
57.5%

113
100.0%

While it might be interesting to examine the relationships
amongst the independent variables themselves, it is beyond the per
vue of the present investigation and would only be distracting from
the real objectives of this study.
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Table 5
Severity of Violence and Increased Severity of Violence
Severity
of Violence

Yes

No

Total

Minor

18
41.9%

21
65.6%

39
52.0%

Severe

25
58.1%

11
34.4%

36
48.0%

Total

43
57.3%

32
47.2%

75
100.0%

CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion
As noted, the purpose of the present study is to explore from
a critical feminist perspective, the relationships between marriage
and marriage-type relationships, alcohol use, and the severity of
violence in domestic violence incidents.

The findings just delin

eated are interpreted below.
Primary Variables
Severity of Violence and Offender-to-Victim Relationship
First, victims in marriage-type relationships, that is, those
living with, but not married to or formerly married to their abus
ers, experienced more overall abuse than any other category of rela
tionships in this study.

This same group of victims also experienc

ed more severe violence than among any other group.

This finding is

similar to more recent research showing higher rates of assault
among cohabiting couples than married couples (Yllo & Straus, 1981;
Stets & Straus, 1989; Stets & Pirog-Good, 1987).
Findings such as these have been used to dispute the marriage
as a hitting license theory.

However, it is instructive to note

that both married and cohabitating couples experience high amounts
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of violence.

From a feminist perspective it might be argued that

cohabiting couples are in fact, or are becoming, more like married
couples.

It might be suggested that cohabitating couples are inter

nalizing traditional marriage institutional norms.
Although cohabiting couples might be viewed as internalizing
traditional marriage roles, one of the major underlying distinctions
that continues to exist in these relationships is the amount of aut
onomy and independence.

Traditionally, patriarchal society has en

couraged men to take control over their home and all persons within
it.

Likewise, the marriage institution placed all power and control

in the home directly into the hands of the husband.

Without that

marriage-ownership-power association, men in cohabiting couples may
more quickly resort to using violence in attempts to establish the
societally imposed patriarchal social order.

In fact, research has

suggested that women in serious relationships with men, but not mar
ried to them, may be challenging the partner's right to control them
and the men are responding with violence (Stets & Pirog-Good, 1987).
The second highest percentage of overall violence was in the
group in which the victims were married or formerly married to the
offender.

In this group, minor violence was experienced in more of

the cases than severe violence.

Mainstream research has suggested

that such findings may result from married couples possessing more
of the characteristics needed to prevent arguments from escalating
into violence.

However, additional characteristics possessed by mar

ried couples may not be the case at all.

The legal status of mar-
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riage may simply be enough to thwart such escalations.
The findings of this study can be viewed as supportive of the
marriage-ownership-power idea as discussed above.

If the marriage

institution contains in it some underlying source of power for men,
including domination over and ownership of the women in their house
holds, then there can be seen to be less of a need to resort to sev
ere violence.

In a marriage, a minor level of violence may be ap

propriate to maintain societally ascribed roles (Dobash & Dobash,
1981).

However, in cohabiting couples, the level of violence may be

more severe as a result of it being utilized as a method to initial
ly establish these roles.

This idea follows suit with the power

theory of woman abuse, that suggests that power and violence are
opposites and that violence will most likely appear when the power
is felt to be threatened (Goode, 1971).
Another intriguing finding was that another category of high
overall violence occurred in the group in which the relationship be
tween the victim and abuser was classified as other or acquaintance.
Through further examination, it was revealed that the majority of
these associations resulted from these individuals having children
in common.

This research contends that these types-of arrangements

can be viewed as marriage adaptations as a result of these indivi
duals sharing parental responsibility for their children.

In this

sense, they may still emulate the traditional nuclear family.

On

the other hand, other acquaintances appear similar to cohabitating
couples by manifesting more severe levels of violence.

Again, in
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this alternate vein, other acquaintance relationships, by providing
less power and control than true for marriage relationships, may
engender the more severe violence.
The marriage-ownership-power theory may once again be rele
vant.

Confusion and frustration surround the playing out of power

and control roles in couples who are neither married nor cohabiting,
but who have children in common.

Generally, as a result of conven

tional social norms, in both married or cohabiting arrangements, the
male carries an certain amount of influence and control over the fe
male, as well as the children.

However, in these types of situa

tions, the male's control and/or power over the female and his child
ren may be severely limited, if not completely non-existent.

Hence,

the interpretation suggesting that severe violence may be a measure
used by men in attempts to establish power and control lends itself
quite easily to these types of relationships.
Severity of Violence and Alcohol
Another basic category of findings deal with the offender alco
hol use.

The most notable finding here was that in this sample, of

fender alcohol use during the incident was not found to be statisti
cally significant related to the severity of violence that the vic
tim experienced in the incident.
It might be noted here though that in a little less than one
half (45.9%) of the cases, the abuser had used alcohol.

This find

ing can be seen to be consistent with one of the major conclusions
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offered by mainstream research, proposing that a high percentage of
violent crimes involve alcohol and that the relationship is much
stronger when it comes to expressive violence such as assaults (Col
lins & Schlenger, 1988).

In these alcohol use cases, 60.4% had used

severe violence against their victim in the- reported incident.

The

percentages for severe violence from the non-alcohol using abusers
were, as with the alcohol users, greater than minor violence per
centages.

However, percentage spread between minor and severe vio

lence was not nearly as large in the non-alcohol using abuser cate
gories, as within the alcohol using categories.
To further interpret the new alcohol variable, the signifi
cance between it and the offender-to-victim relationship variable
was examined.

The offender-to-victim relationship variable was not

found statistically related to the new alcohol variable (X2 - 9.121,
df - 4, p > .05).
Once again, by examining the frequency table it can be seen
that in a little over 50.0% of the cases the victim was either mar
ried or formerly married to the abuser when the abusers had been
using alcohol at the time of the incident.

The same holds true for

the those cases in which the victim was living with-but not married
to their abusers.

This high percentage did not occur in any of the

other offender-to-victim relationship categories (See Table 6).
An extremely important finding of this study was revealed when
examining offender alcohol use in relation to the severity of vio
lence and the offender-to-victim relationship.

To recapitulate,
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although cohabitating women experienced more severe violence whether
or not alcohol was involved, a statistically significant relation
ship was found between the offender-to-victim and the severity of
violence when offender alcohol use was involved. Alcohol use and
severity of violence were most evident when couples were cohabitat
ing (See Tables 3 and 4).
Table 6
New Alcohol and Relationship of Offender-to-Victim
Yes

No

Total

Spouse Former Spouse

30
52.6%

27
47.4%

57
27.3%

Present Live Together

41
53.2%

36
46.8%

77
36.8%

Other or Acquaintance

14
34.1%

27
65.9%

41
19.6%

Nuclear/Extended Family

5
23-8

16
76.2%

21
10.0%

Present Boy/Girlfriend

6
46.2%

7
53.8%

13
6.2%

Total

9
45.9%

113
54.1%

209
100.0%

Findings such as these could be seen as supportive of the pro
posed explanation that family violence is more likely to occur when
alcohol is involved (Gelles, 1972). More specifically, as previously discussed, male alcohol use in woman abuse cases was quite preva
lent.

This finding is similar to the co�on research discovery that
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alcohol use by males is a significant factor in husband-to-wife
abuse.
Previous studies have shown that many abusers themselves have
revealed that while they had never hit their partners sober, they
did so while intoxicated.

Also, research has shown that people of

ten drink to forget the worries, pains, and stresses in their lives.
These types of findings are consistent with the family violence per
spective, that states that families are already the locus of more
stresses than other groups.

Cohabitators who emulate the marital

relationship, can easily be said to experience high stress levels.
So, cohabitating men, like married men, may drink which may escalate
the levels of violence inflicted on their partners.

From a feminist

perspective, the argument proposed for such findings is that this
type of behavior has traditionally been accepted and even expected
as a form of punishment for loved ones, and that alcohol use makes
it easier to participate in this type of behavior.
search has suggested that the

In fact, re

physical maltreatment of women, leg

itimized through male attitudes and behaviors, such as alcohol use,
are the real causes of much alcohol-related violence (Homel, Tomsen
& Thommeny, 1992).
Secondary Variables
A few additional cross tabulations were run to look at some of
the independent variables, specifically in relation to the research
literature.

Several significant relationships were discovered in
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these runs.
Alcohol
A statistical significance was found between the new alcohol
variable and the victim blame variable (X2 = 9.996, df - 3, p <
.05).

Knowing that in almost 50% of the cases the offender had used

alcohol at the time of the incident, it was also very interesting to
find that in only 6.2% of the cases in which this information was
available, the victim blamed the abuser's alcohol usage for the in
cident.

In the majority of cases, 88.1% of 194 cases, the victims

solely blamed the abusers in a general way for the incident. (See
Table 7).
Table 7
New Alcohol and Victim Blame
Yes

Total

No

Themself

5
5.8%

4
3.7%

9
4.6%

Offender

71
82.6%

100
92.6%

171
88.1%

2
1. 9%

2
1.0%

Others
Offender Alcohol
Total

10
11.6%
86
44.3%

1.9%

2

12
6.2%

108
55.7%

194
100.0%
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This finding contradicts the victim-precipitated theory of wo
man abuse, which largely supported itself by arguing that in many
cases of abuse the victim often states that they were to blame for
the incident.

Once again, support is offered to the contention that

the majority of victims in this study had not internalized the ideas
that they had somehow provoked the attack.

Nor did they believe

that, as women, they were appropriate targets for abuse.

In fact,

in this study, the victims rarely placed the blame for the incident
on some outside influence that might excuse the abuser's behavior,
as indicated by the low percentages of blame placed on offender al
cohol use.
A statistical significance was also found between the victim
blame variable and the victim drop variable (X2 = 22.689, df - 3,
p < .05).

Interestingly, while the former non-willingness to accept

the blame may be the case, in over one-third of the total cases, the
victims requested to drop the charges filed against their abusers by
the State.

Moreover, by examining the bivariate frequency table

between the victim blame variable and the victim's request to drop
charges variable, it can be seen that while the majority of these
victims who wished to drop the charges placed the blame for the in
cident on the abusers, they, nevertheless, still wanted the charges
dropped. (See Table 8).
Results such as these may imply that although women might no
longer believe that they are at fault for or deserve this type of
violence, perhaps they still feel that it is socially unacceptable
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to take harsh measures against their abusers. After all, histori
cally women who put up with this type of behavior without recourse
were more likely to be socially praised.

It has even been suggested

that women carry a much greater need for support systems, such as
religion, so that they can maintain their patience in such situa
tions (Scott, 1970).
Table 8
Victim Blame and Victim Drop Charges
Yes
Themself

9
100.0%

Offender

50
29.8%

Others

4
33.3%
65
34.0%

Total
9

4.7%
118
70.2%

168
88.0%
2
1.0%

100.0%

Offender Alcohol
Total

No

8
66.7%

12
6.3%

126
66.0%

191
100.0%

On the other hand, while examining who the abusers blamed, it
was found that in 46.3% of the cases in which this information was
available, the abusers denied the allegations that an incident ever
occurred, and another 37.0% blamed the victim for the incident. Al
though not statistically significant, it was also found that in the
majority of cases in which the offender blamed the victim or denied
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the allegations, the victim experienced severe violence.

While

these findings did reveal that the abusers did not accept the blame
for their actions, they do not support the deviance disavowal theory
which suggests that individuals might attempt to make their actions
more intelligible to others and attempt to maintain their identity
by blaming their behavior on their drinking.

In fact, there were no

cases found in this sample in which the offender attempted to justi
fy his behavior by claiming that he was, at the time, powerless to
control his behavior because he was under the influence of alcohol
(See Appendix B).

Once again such a finding supports the idea that

as a result of the already established traditional norms surrounding
marriage and such type relationship arrangements, men may not per
ceive a great need to justify or excuse their behaviors.
Offender-to-Victim Relationship
When comparing the witness data with the offender-to-victim re
lationship variable, statistical significance was found between it
and the number of witnesses variable (X2 - 14.754, df - 4, p < .05).
In those cases in which the victims and abusers were living to
gether, but not married or formerly married, there-typically were no
witnesses.

This is likely due to the fact that most of these cases

occurred in private settings.

In cases where the victims and abus

ers were married, or formerly married, the majority of incidents in
cluded witnesses. (See Table 9).

Although private settings were

more here as well, there was a higher incidence of public abuse for
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married over cohabitating couples.
Table 9
Relationship of Offender-to-Victim and
Number of Witnesses
Yes

No

Total

Spouse Former Spouse

33
57.9%

24
42.1%

57
27.3%

Present Live Together

30
39.0%

47
61.0%

77
36.8%

Other or Acquaintance

23
56.1%

18
43.9%

41
19.6%

Nuclear/Extended Family 17
81.0

4
19.0%

21
10.0%

Present Boy/Girlfriend

9
69.2%

4
30.8%

13
6.2%

Total

112
53.6%

97
46.4%

209
100.0%

u

This finding supports the previous argument that the patriarchal society does condone male violence against women, especially
wives.

Therefore, it can be stated that the marriage institution

renders even more freedom for male abuse of women,-which supports
the marriage as a hitting license theory. While violence may oc
cur more often and more severely in cohabiting relationships, coha
bitating men, unlike married men, may have some reservations con
cerning where, when, and in front of whom, this violence occurs.
The marriage institution includes long-standing societal traditions
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concerning the appropriate ascribed places and treatment of women.
However, large percentages of cohabiting couples in society are a
relatively recent phenomenon.

Therefore, publicly exhibited vio

lence by a man towards a woman, if they are not married, may be less
socially understood and/or acceptable.

This could serve to inhibit

unmarried men from public displays of violence towards their partners.
The third finding of interest was a statistical significance
between the offender-to-victim relationship variable and the who re
ported variable (X2 = 27.184, df = 8, p < .05).

In the majority of

the overall cases, the victim reported the incident. Moreover, the
percentages of victims reporting the incidents were similar--approx
imately 75% in all of the cases in which the victim was married or
formerly married to the abuser, living with the abuser but not mar
ried, and otherwise acquainted with the abuser. (See Table 10).
Such a finding contradicts the idea that women have also in
ternalized the patriarchal notion that their beatings must have re
sulted from some wrongdoing or deficiency on their part and, there
fore, that their partner's actions were justified.

In fact, find

ings such as these support just the opposite--thatabused women do
not believe that their partner's bear a marital right to abuse.
The last statistical significance to be discussed occurred be
tween the •witness• variable and the •who reported• variable (l 20.738, df = 2, p < .05).

Of major interest is that in over one

half of the total incidents, witnesses were present. However, ap-
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approximately 13% or less of those witnesses in each category reported
the incidents.

(See Table 11).
Table 10

Offender-to-Victim Relationship and Who Reported
Victim

Offender

Other

Total

Spouse Former
Spouse

43
75.4%

1
1.8%

13
22.8%

57
27.7%

Present Live
Together

56
74.7%

10.7%

11
14.7%

75
36.4%

Other or
Acquaintance

31
75.6%

1
2.4%

22.0%

41
19.9%

Nuclear/Extended
Family

7
35.0%

10.0%

11
55.0%

20
9.7%

Present Boy/
Girlfriend

6
46.2%

7
53.8%

13
6.3%

Total

143
69.4%

51
24.8%

206
100.0%

12
5.8%

9

Findings such as these are counter to the contention that a
change in public attitudes and standards concerning woman-abuse has
occurred.

In fact, such findings support the idea that woman-abuse

is still societally viewed as a private matter within the family or
marriage arrangement. Also they suggest that outsider interference
is still deemed inappropriate.
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Table 11
Witnesses and Who Reported
Yes

No

Total

62
56.9%

81
83.5%

143
69.4%

6
5.5%

6
6.2%

12
5.8%

Others

41
37.6%

10
10.3%

51
24.8%

Total

109
52.9%

97
41.7%

206
100.0%

Victim
Offender

Summary
In the present study, measures of statistical significance,
measures of association, and frequency representations were employed
to analyze and interpret the different patterns of relationships be
tween the severity of violence, the offender-to-victim relationship,
and alcohol usage in domestic violence cases.

The findings were

then, from a critical feminist perspective, compared with the more
common mainstream research.
The findings of this research proved consistent with the fem
inist power-ownership-control theory of woman abuse. The major tenet
of this theory suggests that the patriarchal, societally-created
male's need for power over, ownership of, and control over women is
sometimes played out to violent conclusions.

Cohabiting couples ex

perienced more overall male-to-female violence, as well as more sev-
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ere male-to-female violence than any other relationship type group.
This finding may imply that although these males seem to have some
what internalized societal norms concerning accepted marital beha
viors, there still exists autonomy, power, and control issues which
may more greatly contribute to the violence�

Consequently, women in

marital relationships experienced more minor violence than severe
violence, suggesting that the male power-ownership-control issues
were not as threatened, lessening the need for severe violence. Once
again, married men may merely need to employ enough violence to main
tain their power and control, while cohabitating men, and men in
other marriage type situations, may feel that only through excessive
amounts of violence towards their partner's, will they gain the pow
er and control that is societally granted married men.
The witness data can be viewed to support the feminist argu
ment that society still embraces a patriarchal ideology, which in
cludes the secondary place of women in marriage, as well as in soc
iety as a whole.

In this study, in approximately 50.0% of the inci

dents that occurred in a private setting, there were witnesses.
presence of witnesses apparently provided little deterrence.

The

The

argument that witness do not inhibit husbands from-abusing their
wives, because this behavior is somewhat societally accepted, proves
even stronger as a result of more incidents between married couples
being viewed by witnesses than cohabiting couples.

This study can

be seen as supportive of the idea that the marriage institution, as
well as adaptations of the institution, provides men with a somewhat
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societally accepted hitting license.

However, the licenses are dif

ferent according to the type of relationship.

One license apparent

ly provides freedom for this type of behavior in most situations
with or without witnesses.

It could be argued that envy of such

freedom compels non-married men to use more excessive violence when
they get the chance.

Instead of deciding not to participate in such

a freedom, one interpretation could be that these men are striving
for the privileges that other men have.
This study challenges mainstream research's level of import
ance of the alcohol variable in the violence against women phenome
non.

Studies have viewed alcohol as simply another of the many var

iables associated with abuse of women.

This study found the alcohol

variable was quite prevalent, as in approximately half of the cases,
the abusers had been under the influence of alcohol.

In addition,

in over half of these cases, severe violence against the victim was
the result.

Studies have shown that men convicted of criminal of

fenses who were under the influence of alcohol were more likely to
have committed a violent offense, especially expressive violence
such as assaults, than those who were not. Woman abuse is an expres
sive form of violence.

It is commonly viewed as merely another form

of assault and it is often criminally labeled domestic assault.

In

accordance, although found non-statistically significant, the rele
vance of alcohol in this sample was quite important in that nearly
half of the offenders were under the influence of alcohol and half
of these committed acts of severe violence in the particular inci-
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dent.

Direct male domination of women throughout history has been

through forms of physical violence.

With both of these factors in

mind, the argument can be made that alcohol seems to assist men in
the commission of the types of behaviors that have served as a major
factor in the subordination of women.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the fact that woman abuse has occurred through
out history is no new revelation.

Written text is all the proof

needed to confirm the extent of the phenomenon historically.

How

ever, although the extent of this abuse might have been great, the
recognition of it as social problem was fairly non-existent.

His

torically, wife-battering has played an important social function in
the subjection of women.

Women have been forced to stay in the home

by patriarchal tactics such as, the refusal of education, the ab
sence of rights, and the denial of property.

These legal measures

prove weak in comparison to the way women were socialized to believe
that they were created to serve man, which included braving any and
all of their husbands faults, even if this included suffering
through beatings.
The widespread recognition of woman-battering as a social pro
blem during the twentieth century proved very important.

Increased

academic interest resulted in vast amounts of research in attempts
to better understand the characteristics, dynamics and possible
causes of the phenomenon. Consequently, numerous theories are avail-
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available, and many common variables associated with woman abuse
have been discovered.

Alcohol use is one of those variables.

How

ever, there exists much debate in mainstream research concerning the
prevalence and importance of the alcohol variable and little consen
sus has been reached.
Unfortunately, many of the mainstream theories parallel pre
twentieth century thought concerning why men abuse women.

When ex

amined closely, women are inevitably held responsible for the occur
rence of violence, whether they are the mothers, wives or girlfriends
of the abusers.

This underlying view is not only inferred in main

stream academic research, it is still quite prevalent amongst the
abusers.

In a majority of abuse cases, the abusers indicate that if

the victim would have just done something that would have served him
better, the abuse would not have occurred.

Hence, women's perceived

role in the today's society by men remains much the same as it did
pre-twentieth century.
However, unlike mainstream research, feminist research has
extensively focused on the role that women play in patriarchal soc
iety.

The alcohol variable has also been viewed in a much different

light.

The findings of this study can be viewed as-providing much

support for feminist arguments.

To illustrate, the conclusion of

this study is that woman-battering in marital relationships is an
expression of male power that includes ownership of and control
over women.
quest for it.

And woman-battering in marital-type relationships is a
Alcohol use by abusers may be an enabling factor for
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this expression and/or may serve to facilitate the quest.

Appendix A
Code Book
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Column

V# Variable

1-3

1 Identification #

4-5

2 Police Department
indicated in report

0-0
0-1
0-2
0-4
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

6-11

3 Date of incident
indicated in report

0-0
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

12-15

4 Time of incident

0-0
9-0
9-1

5 Day of Week

Year/Month/Date
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

9-3

24 hour clock
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9-2
16-17

MI State Police Post 51
MI State Police Post 54
MI State Police Post 57
Augusta Police Dept.
G·alesburg Police Dept.
Kalamazoo Co. Sheriff Dept.
Kalamazoo Dept. Public
Safety
Kalamazoo TWP. Police Dept.
Parchment Police Dept.
Portage Police Dept.
Richland Police Dept.
Schoolcraft Police Dept.
Vicksburg Police Dept.
WMU Police Dept.
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
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9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
18-19

6 Crime Scene Type
indicated in report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
2-0
2-1
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

20-21

7 Offender's Status
0-1
at time of crime
indicated in report 0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
9-0
9-1
9-2

None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Single family house
Multi-family house
Duplex house
Multi-unit residence
Other residence
Commercial bank
Commercial convenience
Commercial Restaurant/Fast
food
Commercial gas/auto establishment
Commercial retail sales
Commercial Office
Industrial Manufact.
factory
Storage
Public Building
Public/Private Park
Vacant lot
Street/Highway
Mobile Home/Trailer
Motel
Parking lot
Inside Car
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
----

Parole
Probation
Correction Center
Bond
Escape
Outstanding Warrants
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
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9-3
22-23

8 Requested Charge
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8

0-9
1-0
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
24-25

9 Authorized Charge
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8

0-9
1-0
9-0
9 -1
9-2

report
Other
D.V. Assault & Battery
D.V. A & B w/possible up
grade
D.V. Assault & Battery,
2nd Offense
D.V. A & B, 2nd Offense w/
possible upgrade
D.V. Assault & Battery,
3rd Offense
D.V. A & B, 3rd Offense
w/ possible upgrade
D.V. Aggravated Assault
D.V. Aggravated Assault w/
possible upgrade
D.V. Aggravated Assault,
2nd Offense
Assault & Battery
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
D.V. Assault & Battery
D.V. A & B w/possible up
grade
D.V. Assault & Battery,
2nd Offense
D.V. A & B, 2nd Offense w/
possible upgrade
D.V. Assault & Battery,
3rd Offense
D.V. A & B, 3rd Offense
w/ possible upgrade
D.V. Aggravated Assault
D.V. Aggravated Assault w/
possible upgrade
D.V. Aggravated Assault,
2nd Offense
Assault & Battery
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
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9-3
26-27

10 Recommendation for
Bond Condition
indicated in report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4

0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
28-29

11 Recommendations for
Sentencing
indicated in report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7

report
Other
This matter be considered
a DV case
Defendant be ordered not
to harass, intimidate, or
threaten victim
Defendant be ordered not
to be present at any resi
dence of victim
Defendant be ordered not
to have (or cause a third
party to have) any direct
or indirect contact with
victim
Victim does not want bond
restrictions
No Bond
01 thru 04
01 & 02/plus no alcohol
01 & 02
01 thru 04/plus no alcohol
01 thru 03
02 thru 04
01 thru 04/plus high bond
01 thru 02/plus high bond
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Defendant be confined to
jail
Defendant be placed on
probation
Defendant pay restitution
to victim
Defendant attend counsel
ing for DV
Defendant attend counsel
ing for substance use
02 & 04
Probation W/P.O. Discre
tion for counseling
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0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
2-0
2-1
2-2
2-3
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
30-31

12 Report indicated
that incident was
reported by:

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9

04 & 05
01 & 03 & 04 & 05
01 & 02 & 04
01 & 03 & 04
01 & 03 & 04 & 05
02 & 03
02 & 05
01 & 04
02 & 03 & 04
01 & 02 & 05 ·
02 & 04 & 05
01 & 05
Mental health counseling
02 & 20
01 & 02
01 & 03
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Victim - Witness (nonrelated
Neighbor
Friend of victim
Friend of offender
Stranger - Witness (extended family)
Mother of victim
Father of victim
Sister of victim
Brother of victim
Other extended family of
victim -._
Father of offender
Mother of offender
Sister of offender
Brother of offender
Other extended family of
offender - Children
Child of victim
Child of offender
Child of both victim and
offender
Child of neither victim or
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2-0
2-1
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
32-33

13 # of Witnesses
indicated in report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

34-35

14 Victim/Offender
Relationship indi
cated in report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
9-0

offender
Offender
Police became involved
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven or more
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Spouse
Former Spouse
Have a child in common
Reside together no children
Have resided together
Reside together/children
in common
Previously reside/children
in common
Father/daughter or stepdaughter_
Father/son or step-son
Acquaintance
Boyfriend/girlfriend - not
live together
Extended family
Former boyfriend/girlfriend
Immediate family
Mother/son
Mother/daughter
None
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9-1
9-2
9-3
36-37

15 Juvenile involve
ment indicated in
report

0-1
0-2

0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7

0-8
0-9

1-0
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
2-0
9-0

9-1
9-2

9-3

Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Couple's children pre
sent but did not witness
One of the couple's
children witnessed
Two of the couple's
children witnessed
Three or more of the
couple's children
witnessed
Victim's children present
but did not witness
One of the victim's child
ren witnessed
Two of the victim's child
ren witnessed
Three or more of the vic
tim's children witnessed
Offender's children present
but did not witness
One of the offender's
children witnessed
Two of the offender's
children witnessed
Three or more of the of
fender's children witness
ed
Children of victim's ex
tended family witnessed
Children of offender's ex
tended f�mily witnessed
Neighbor's children wit
nessed
Infant present but too
young to witness
Many children witnessed
child's event
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
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38-39

16 Weapon used in incident indicated in
0-1
report
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

40-41

17 Offender Substance
Use reported indicated
0-1
in report
0-2
0-3
0-4
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

42-43

18 Victim Substance
Use reported indicated
0-1
in report
0-2
0-3
0-4
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

Handgun
Long Gun
Cutting Instrument
Blunt Object
Personal Weapon (hands,
fist, feet)
Chemical Substance
Explosives
Personal weapon and another instrument
Household item - nonweapon type
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Light alcohol usage
Moderate alcohol usage
Heavy alcohol usage
Alcohol use mentioned level not indicated
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Light alcohol usage
Moderate alcohol usage
Heavy alcohol usage
Alcohol use mentioned
level not indicated
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
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44-45

46-47

48-49

50-51

52-53

54-55

19 Sex of Offender
indicated in
report

20 Sex of Victim
indicated in
report

21 Age of Offender
indicated in
report
22 Age of Victim
indicated in
report
23 Race/Ethnicity
of Offender
indicated in report

24 Race/Ethnicity
of Victim
indicated in report

0-1
0-2
9-2

Male
Female
Information missing from
report

0-1
0-2
9-2

Male
Female
Information missing from
report

0-0
9-2
0-0
9-2

Information missing from
report
Information missing from
report

0-1

White

0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
9-2
9-3

Black
Hispanic
Native American
Asian
Information missing from
report
Other

0-1

White

0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
9-2

Black
Hispanic
Native American
Asian
Information missing from
report
Other

9-3

�-
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56-57

25 Prior DV Offenses
of Offender
indicated in report

0-1
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4

58-59

26 # of Prior DV Offenses
of Offender
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4

60-61

27 Type of Most Recent
Prior DV Offense of 0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5

0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4

Yes
No
Information not avail
able in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Form missing
One
Two
Three
Four or more
None
Information not avail
able in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Form missing
D.V. Assault & Battery
D.V. A & B w/possible up
grade
D.V. Assault & Battery,
2nd Offense
D.V. A & B, 2nd Offense w/
possible upgrade
D.V. Assault & Battery,
3rd Offense
D.V. A & B, 3rd Offense
w/ possible upgrade
D.V. Aggravated Assault
D.V. Aggravated Assault w/
possible upgrade
D.V. Aggravated Assault,
2nd Offense
Assault & Battery
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Form missing

112

62-63

28 # of Previous documented
infractions of the law
0-1
by offender
0-2
indicated in
0-3
report
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4

64-65

29 Offender in Previous
DV Treatment Program
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3

66-67

30 Offender in Current
DV Treatment Program
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3

68-69

31 Offender'attended
previous alcohol
treatment
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3

70-71

32 Offender in
current alcohol
treatment
indicated in report 0-1
0-2

One
Two
Three
None
Information not available in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Form missing
Yes
No
Information not avail
able in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Yes
No
Information not avail
able in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Yes
No
Information not avail
able in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Yes
No

113
9-1
9-2
9-3
72-73

33 Offender's offense
indicated in
report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

74-75

34 Other's Assaulted by
Offender besides
0-1
primary victim
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-9
1-0
1-1
1-2
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

Information not avail
able in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Verbal abuse
Shoving
Slapping
Kicking
Throwing an item
Scratching
Punching
Wide variety of beating
Dragged by hair/or pulled
by hair
Hitting victim with item
non weapon type
Choking
Biting
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Friend of offender
Friend of victim
Neighbor
Child of victim
Child of offender
Child of both victim and
offender_
Police officer
Victim family member
Stranger
Wife of offender
05 & 09
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

114
76-77

35 Injury to Offender
Indicated in
report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

78-79

36 Injury to Victim
Indicated in
report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

80-81

37 Injury Treatment
to Offender
Indicated in
report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
9-0
9-1
9-2

Bruises
Cuts
Sprain
Broken Bones
Scratches
Swollen areas on face
01 & 06
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Bruises
Cuts
Sprain
Broken Bones
Scratches
Swollen areas on face
01 & 06
01 & 06
01 & 02 & 06
01 & 02 & 04 & 06
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

First Aid
Hospital visit
Hospitalized
Offender declined medical
treatment
Ambulance requested
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report

115
9-3
82-83

84-85

38 Injury Treatment
to Victim
Indicated in
report

FirstAid
Hospital visit
Hospitalized
Victim declined medical
treatment
0-5 Ambulance requested
9-0
None
9-1
Information not available
in report
9-2
Information missing from
report
9-3
Other

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4

39 How was Vir filled out
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4

86-87

40 Previous alcohol use
of offender indicated
0-1
in Victim incident
report
0-2
0-8
9-1
9-2
08

88-89

Other

41 VictimArrested for
obstruction indicated
0-1
in report

VA personal interview
with victim
VA telephone interview
with victim
VA obtained info from
police report
Form filled out by victim
or was supplemental
Info not available in
report
Information missing in
report
Other
Form not present

Yes
No
Possible at time of in
cident
Info not available in
report
Information missing in
report
Other
Yes

116
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3
90-91

42 Victim Arrested for
other offense indicated
in report
0-1
0-2
0-3
9-1
9-2
9-3

92-93

43 Offense Victim
arrested (other
than obstruction)

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

94-95

44 Previous DV of Offender
towards victim indi0-1
cated in report
0-2
9-1

45 Number of previous
DV against victim
by offender as
indicated in VIR
report

Yes
No
Possible arrest for DV not clearly indicated
Info not available in
report
Information missing in
report
Other
Probation violation
Previous warrant for
arrest
Assaulting a police
officer
Illegal drug possession
Public drunkenness
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

9-3

Yes
No
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

0-1

One

9-2

96-97

No
Info not available in
report
Information missing in
report
Other

117
0-2
0-3
0-4
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
98-99

46 Previous threats to
harm or kill victim
by offender indicated in report

0-1
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3

100-101

47 Increased frequency of
physical violence of
victim over past
0-1
year as indicated
0-2
9-1
in VIR
9-2
9-3

102-103

104-105

48 Increased severity
of physical violence
of offender towards 0-1
0-2
victim over past
year as indicated
9-1
in VIR
9-2
49 Indication of blame
as indicated by
victim in report

Two
Three or more
Vague - indication of
more than once
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
r�port
Other
Yes
No
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other
Yes
No
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

9-3

Yes
No
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7

Offender
Victim
Children
Offender's alcohol use
Offender's drug use
Offender's medication
Other's involved

118
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3
106-107

50 Indication of blame
as indicated by
offender in report

0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
9-0
9-1
9-2
9-3

None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Offender
Victim
Children
Offender's alcohol use
Offender's drug use
Offender's medication
Other's involved
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

108-109

51 Indication of altercation
(other than injury)
as indicated in
0-1
Torn clothes on offender
0-2
Torn clothes on victim
police report
0-3
Torn clothes on both
parties
0-4
Knocked over furniture
0-5
Damaged property
Household items thrown around
0-6
0-7
Personal property of offender's thrown around
06 & 07
0-8
Personal property of vic
0-9
tim's .thrown around
9-0
None
9-1
Information not available
in report
9-2
Information missing from
report
9-3
Other

110-111

52 Evidence collected by
police officer
indicated in report 0-1
0-2
0-3

0-4

Weapon
Clothes
Pictures
Instrument used as a

119
0-5
0-6

0-7

9-0

9-1

9-2
9-3
112-113

53 Victims choice

with regards

to victim impact
statement And
right to appear
at sentencing in
dicated in report

0-1

0-2

0-3

0-4

0-5

9-0

9-1

9-2
9-3
114-115

54 Victim requested to
drop charges indicated
0-1
in report

weapon
Taped statement of
victim
Taped statement of witness
Taped 911 call
None
Information not available
in report
�nformation missing from
report
Other
Do not wish to submit
written statement & do not
wish to make oral state
ment at sentencing - may
proceed with sentencing
Will submit a written
statement & does not wish
to make oral statement at
sentencing - may proceed
with sentencing
Would prefer the VIR to be
submitted in place of
written statement &
chooses not to make oral
statement at sentencing may proceed with senten
cing
Wishes to provide a writ
ten statement or provide
oral statement at senten
cing - wishes to adjourn
sentencing for a minimum
of 10 days
Victim was not able to be
contacted - wishes to adjourn sentencing for a
minimum of 10 days
None
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

Yes

120
0-2
9-1
9-2
9-3

116-117

55 Additional Other
Information

No
Information not available
in report
Information missing from
report
Other

0-0

*None

9-0

There wasn't any (none)
of this variable present
in individual case

*Information not available
in report

9-1

Information that is not
usually indicated in po
lice report and is not
available in report

*Information missing in report

9-2

Information that is usual
ly indicated in police
report but is missing in
report

*Other

9-3

Other information in re
port not included in
choice categories.

Appendix B
Table of Indication of Blame by Offender

121

122

OBLAME2 indication of blame by offender
by NEWALCO any alcohol indication in police or VIR
Count
Row Pct
Col Pct
Tot Pct

NEWALCO
yes

Page 1 of 1
no

Row
Total

1

2

1

4
26.7
8.2
3.3

11
73.3
15.3
9.1

15
12.4

2

21
43.8
42.9
17.4

27
56.3
37.5
22.3

48
39.7

1
50.0
2.0
.8

1
50.0
1.4
.8

2
],.7

4
denied allegatio

23
41.1
46.9
19.0

33
58.9
45.8
27.3

56
46.3

·column
Total

49
40.5

72
59.5

121
100.0

OBLAME2
themself

victim

j

others

.-

Chi-Square
Pearson
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association

Value

OF

Significance
------------

1.48410
1.54564
.21769

3
3
1

.68594
.67178
.64081

Minimum Expect�d Pr�quency .810
Cells. with Expected Frequency< 5 ·-

Statistic\
Phi
Cramer's V
Number of Missing Observations:

Value
.:11075
.tl075
88

2 of

8

ASEl

25.0t}
Approximate
Val/ASE0. :Si!µiificanc

---------

.68594
.68594

Appendix C
Protocol Clearance From the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board
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. Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008-3899
616 387-8293
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
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October20, 1995
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Diana Cleaver
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From: Richard Wright,
- Chair\J.//.l...> u
Re:

I

HSIRB Project Number 95-08-08

This letter will serve as confirmation that upon receipt of your memo dated October 16, 1995 your
research project entitled "The role of alcohol in domestic violence" has received final approval of
the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. The conditions and duration of this approval are
specified in the Policies of Western Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the
research as described in the application.
Please note that you must seek specific approval for any changes in this design. You must also
seek reapproval if the project extends beyond the termination date. In addition if there are any
unanticipated adverse reactions or unanticipated events associated with the conduct of this research,
you should immediately suspend the project and contact the Chair of the HSIRB for consultation.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
Approval Termination:
xc:

, October 20, 1996

Susan Caringella-MacDonald, SOC
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